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DIVINITORY ASTROLOGY I —  SCOPE 

Marc Edmund Jones

1

This lesson is the first of a series of twenty-four (Class 31 

in the Philosophy of Concepts, 1 essons 75l-77*+) a-*id it inagurates a 

fifth group of studies in the "stellar science". Of the four previous 

series ("Sahian Astrology", class 21, "Pythagorean Astrology", class 

25+, "Temple astrology", class26; and "Professional Astrology", class 

29) only Sahian Astrology is necessary as preparation for the present 

work. Indeed, these twenty-four lessons will he an expansion of Les 

sons XVIII-XXI in the Sahian Astrology series. As amatter of review, 

and for the sake of astrological students who wish to take up Divina 

tory Astrology without preliminary work in any of theother series, 

the following lesson will include a complete survey of the materisl 

and training repuired. at the pr sent 'point} this, however, can he ob 

tained by the student from the textbooks or sources other than Sahian in

struction— an any way convenient or pleasing to him. Divinatorv as 

trology is most commonly kiinwii as "horary" astrology; it is the art of 

interpreting conditions and-events from the standpoint of any conven 

ient cross-section of relationship, as from the moment of the asking
/

or receipt of a question, the moment of stirring of curiosity con- 

cernin any given issue, or the actual starting of some significant

or suggestive activity as the turning of the earth for a building, the

starting out of a journey or the like. The present lesson is one of

two presenting a broad survey of the field of thies particular branch

of astrology, and it introduces the student to he potentialities and

limitations of divinatory astrology as such.

The scope of divinatory astrology is extraordinary broad, but

it lacks'a certain measure of that superficial apperaance of exactness

which characterizes the natal art and thererfore it is often regarded

as far less scientific. This point of view is a mistake. Every e,
a c 't 1-

branch of astrology is an art rather than a science m  it^ iJ



as is true of medicine or any field- of human ecdeavor where he factor 

of judgement loons as of greater importance than the abstance of the 

facts upon which judgement is based. The facts of astrology are thor 

oughly scientificif these are properly confined to the regular or 

cyclic movements and developments in celestial aid terreatrila affairs. 

But the interpretation of these is preeminently and artk one that only 

a few have masteredl In the Sabian Astrology lessons attention was 

called to the circumstances that the "gran-beards" have had all the 

better of any demonstration of real proficiency in practical or ap 

plied astrology, for the reason that their long anc critical observa 

tion of life has equipped them with the psychological knowledge and

skill upon which alone an intelligent interpretation of astrological 

correspondence may be based. And in view of this it was sgggested 

in Sabian Astrology that horary art, because of its opportunity for 

constant and varied actual experience with lofe porblems and factors 

alone would jo;-|- the newer and younger astrologer to compete with the 

veterans in successful results. Material for horary art is every 

where available. Moreover, results are to b ■ seen within a span of 

days or weeks rather than months, years, or a lifetime; so that train 

ing is both quick and efficient. Divinatory astrology has for its 

field the intimate guidance and counselling; for the most trivial and 

every-day affairs. Lost articles may at times be fo nd by i s aid, 

or it may be determined that they cannot be found. Social adjust 

ments— as the quarrels of human associations, and the problems of hu 

man relationship '(from love and marriage to matters of children and be 

reavement, or of life and death( may be aided and forecast to a rather 

remakkable extent by the horary art.

Let the situation be sumarized. For the person to be aid 

ed, divinatory astrology offers assistance in indicating the possible 

outcome of the definite tendency in any exosting kind of a problem of
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life and "being. The scope of the art is limited only by the need to 

phrasea problem intelligently in words and to express equally intel 

ligently in words the relationships (tendency and probable outcome) 

shown in the harary chart. Its scope is greater than t at of natal 

astrology because it applies to things as vre 11 as persons, to i- 

deals as well as facts. By definition it even encroaches to some 

extent upon the natal art because it includes the analysis of the 

"life" of a man-created individual, as a corporation of a building or 

enterprise that to some extent is really an entity. (This last, of 

course, is a matter of convenience, because the rulership of the as 

trological elements is divinatory astrology are more broadly applica 

ble to definite and tangible things of the "now" than those in the 

more sedate and established field of nativities.) For the astrologer 

the art of divinatory affords valuable practise of tw sorrts; quick 

and constant use of the x̂ heel itself withot the handicap of any lie- 

nessity for rectifying or mechanical verification of the figure, 

and a vital and close opportunity for study-and observation of life- 

at-hand, for a gaining og proficiency in basic and root psychology. 

Questions that are submitted for horary analysis are mor trivial than 

those that usually arise in the natal art. Petty upsets, money diffi 

culties, queries of love and sex attraction— all these things enable 

the student to meet the lofe around him upon the basis of a ery in 

forming intimacy. He becomes a psychologist of no mean sort, or else 

he discovers that (for him) horary astrology "does not work", and he 

turs away from a spiritual development that would be dangerous for 

him. So great is this value of divinatory practice to the candidate 

for initiation that in the Sabian form of Solar Mysteries training 

the whole first year of the first grade of inner work (acikyte st; tus) 

is devoted to a lightening-quick (but disturbingly elusive for one who 

can't get the idea) form of horary: the Tarot.



Definitely, the advantages to the student himself of a real 

study of divinatory art are first, paactice in the machinery of the 

astrological wheel (the psycho-spectrum*; second, training in psycholQ 

agy; third, insurance agoinst his own errors of operation; and fourth; 

development in the word-phrasing of questions. By insurance against 

the monor errors of calcualtion is meant that the potency of time e it 

self is as self-adjusting to the understanding (or skill) of the as 

trologer as to the potentialities of the situation. The time of re 

ceipt or comprehension of a matter is a phenomenon of consciousness, 

and the little errors of habit in operation are a prt of this same 

consciousmess. -*-hus a wise astrologer never reads ffom a horary fig 

ure put up by anyone else.

The proper phrasing of ijuestions, or intelligent putting of 

an issue in words (both when preparing to put up a chart, and when in 

terpreting it) is the real basis of divinarory art. This determines 

the scope of astrology in this field. Fundamentally a horary may 

deal with three things, and thewe are the only root of an inquiry of 

any sort; namely the where, why, what (or who) and when of (A) 

things )B) people, and (C) the cosmos (or community, that is, of the 

trends and tendecies in whihe things and persons live, move and have 

correctly analyzed by divinatory art.
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DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY II —  EQUIPMENT

? This lesson is the second of two presenting a feroad survey of

the field of horary astgology and it introduces the student to the ma 

terial and training that will he required of him if he is to proceed 

to any practical employment of the instruction now to he given in hte

horary art. First of all, of course, it is necessary to know hoft to
in

erect a chart accurately and rapidly. Whereas natal horoscopy a 

minor difference in the time of birth will he adjusted by the rectiif - 

cation of the chart, in divinatory astrology the work must he accurate 

to the veey minute from the outset; therefore standard time must al- 

qays be changed to "true local", and daylingt savings" or "summer" time 

must he taken into account whenever and wherever it exists. However, 

for reasins brought out in "Sabian Astrology" and summarized in the 

preceding lesson, the possible slowness or fastness of the clock or 

watch from which time is taken may be disregarded— in other ^rds such 

a factor is a part of the "accident of consciousness" that permits a 

horary chartm and so is quite different from the detail of a scientif 

ic or exact computation of the heavenly poistions which the divinatory 

query has made significant. The common elements of the chart must be 

known well enough so that mo distraction of attention from the inter 

pretation of the chart will result from any technical detail of its 

erection. The signs and houses must be familiar, together with their 

usual classifications and descriptions; angular, succedent and cadent; 

cardinal,- mutable and fixed; fire, water, air and earth; positive 

negative; northern’, southern; east, west,; and so on. The slan' ets and 

their symbols must be knownk and the twelve of these "planets" must be• 

used in the present system; five "Chaldean" (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Ju 

piter and Saturn), two "lights" (sun and moon), two planets beyond vis 

ual range ’Uranus and Neptune) and three symbolical points (the Part 

of Fortune and the Dragon’s head and tail).
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So far as the .actual interpretation of a horary chart is con 

cerned the two important elements are the aspects between the planets 

and the significance gained by the planets as lords of tne houses. It 

is possible, therefore, for any student who wishes to make full em 

ployment of the multitude of aspects that may be found between Janets, 

but this is out of the question for the beginner and is not advisable 

even for the most practiced devotee of the art. Generally no aspects 

other than the "Ptolemaic” (those recognized by Claudius Ptolemy) ar 

used, and these the parallel of declination is of no velue except 

in fine and specialized work far beyond the scope of the present les 

sons. The conjunction, square and opposition are. the bad aspects, 

and the comjunction, sestile, and trine are the good aspects o± di- 

vinatory art. The conjunction, be it noted is variable, and of both 

classes, It is bad when Mars, Saturn, Uranus r Neptune are involved 

unless one of these planets is significator of an element brought into 

a desired cooperation with whatever element may be signified by the 

other planet of the conjunction; converesley the other conjunctions ma.y 

be considered "bad" if the result signified is not desired. In gen 

eral the conjunction is an aspect of activity (that is, active cooper 

ation); the square, frustration; the opposition, hinderance; the sex- 

tile, assistance; and the trine consumation. The orbs of the as 

pects are tan degrees except where the moon is involved, when twelve 

and a half degrees ffe taken, or the sun, when seventeen degrees are 

allowed. The planet which is lord of a house is that planet which is 

lord of the sign upon the cusp of the house (irrespective of how little

of the sign may actually lie within the house).

In the Sabian Assembly's development of horary astrology far 

less by way of rulership is given to the planets and signs than in the 

medieval art, for the reason that the recent centuries have made pos 

sible a thoroggh reconstruction of the ancient scienc, and have cre 

ated a real appreciation of the "atrology of the houses" which this



"branch of the whole field may he said to he. The planets still take 

on their significance as picturing individuals concerned in a given in 

quiry, and both planets and signs will have much implication to the 

schooled astrologer as he glances over a horary wheel, but all such 

deriving of meaning from a chart is gratuitous in divinatory astrology 

— it is merely confusing to the younger student. The signs, taken 

by themselves, may faith profit be used to indie te a presence of "fire" 

or "fixity" in the affairs of a certain house, and a planet taken by 

itself in similar fashion, may show that discouragement (Saturn) or 

trickery (Uranus) lurk in a certain department of circumstances, but 

to the student who is still in te first years of shis study of "stel 

lar art" let it be said that he will do well to master the kernel of 

horary astrology, which is an inteppretation of a situation by the 

spectr um of circumstances (the houses). The planets relate the hous 

es to e;:ch other, and show the cycles of activity at play; and the 

signs enable them to do this.

To the root meanings of the houses there will be much addi- 

ion in each of the final twelve lessons in which these houses are 

taken up in order. In the meantime the student must be thoroughly 

familiar with the fascinating "ring around the rosy" which alters the 

houses as they may be found in the chart proper, and creates the "dis 

tribution map" of inquiry. To illustrate (as brought out more in de 

tail in Sabian Astrology XX, par.5) 9 the querent (person asking a 

question) may really be asking avout a wife or husband. In such a 

case the seventh house is properly the"first" of the matter at hand, 

and the seventh of the horary chart itself is termed the first of the 

"distribution map". In everything that follows all reference to hous 

es is in terms of the distribution map. The fifth house, which is a 

child, is actually the first child!, and every second house in order 

following is the next child in order (miscarriages and deceased indi 

viduals included). The third house is the oldest brother or sister;



the others signified by each second house in order (including miscar 

riages, deceased individuals and the querent in proper place). Step 

parents and second marriages are. opposite angles to first parents or 

marriages5 further such direct relationships are similarly taken at 

opposite points of p©eceding relationships.

There are four "considerations before judgement" that mus he 

met before a horary chart may be read safely. This is the "quadruple

O.K." explained in Sabian Astrology XIX, par.3). If a 

chart does not meet these conditions the matter is indicated as unde 

termined (a matter yet to shape itself to its way of going), or the 

querent is not related to the matter inquired about in such way as to 

gibe a clue to its interpaation. If less than three or more than 

twenty-seven degrees of any sign are found upon the ascendant of a hor 

ary chart it is not "radical", and may not be read. If the moon does 

not make a major aspect (one of the five given earlier in the lesson) 

before leaving the sign in which it is found, the moon is "void" of

course" and the chart cannot be read. If the moon lies between Libra 
o o

15 and Scorpio 15 it is "via combusta" and the chart again is unsafe 

to read— that is, it is self-revealed as confused or inaccurate. Fin 

ally, if Saturn lies in the house of the astrologer (seventh) or 

afflicts (conjunction, square or opposition) the lord of that house 

the judgement based upon the chart is indicated as probably unreliable



DIVTNATORY ASTROLOGY III TIMS

This lesson is the first of ten dealing with the essentials 

of horary art, and it introduces the student to the all-important mat 

ter of when and under what provocation to pur ou (erect) and attempt 

the interpretation of an "of the hour" chart. Perhaps the first and 

logical approach to an understanding of the principles here involved 

is philosophical, because if a student is equipped to reason out his 

procedures he may easity establish this own rules for cases that have 

not been coveredin his instruction, or he may reconstruct properly 

the rules that he has forgetten or that temporarily elude him From 

a point of view of the science of astrology as a whole there has been 

consider ble analysis of horary art as such in the Sabian Astrology 

lessons (XVIII-XXL). nome of the ideas there suggested will be Re 

peated in the present series, and there will be some students who eill 

find it profitable to return to the earlier work for a review. But 

in general the work now starting is to be seen as wholly complet of 

itself; there will be little repitition, and this will be from a dif 

ferent perspective and so with full value upon its Own account. At 

the beginnin of his study (the Sabian series) the seeker is given the 

horary chart as a matter of practice, to aid him in mastering an art 

he presumably intends to utilize, primarily, for natal or character 

interpretation, whether statucally (life analysis) or dynamically (life 

guidance; "directions"). Now a divinatory science is to be presented 

on its own account, as the most magnificent and one of the most elu 

sive of all occult practices. The present series will deal with the 

problem of a divining or interpreting of details of the passing and 

transient circumstances of being, as these may be seen in any conven 

ient "cross section", and it will lead to the more intricate problem 

of an interpretation of the probabilities and potentialities of indi 

vidual or personal direction ("Directional Astrology", Class 39).



For the scientifically trained mind it may be reiterated

from time to time that astrology is not built upon any theory of any 

actual influence of sideral bodies or elements directly upon individ 

ual living entities, but rather utilizes the obvious relationship that 

must exist between all things if the universe is to be perceived as 

orderly in its make-up. The splash of a stone in water will influence 

a drop of water in its path, but not as a stone upon a drop of water

but as a displacement in a scheme of water iro which the drop owes the

circumstance of its being— determined in its influence upon the drop 

not by the nature of the stone, or the reasons for the stone's motion,

bjit by the established relationsip of the drop to the other drops

which in the aggregate creates the water to receive the stone. The 

zodiac as well as the ellestial equator (the two "wheels" of astrology) 

are creatures of the earth. They may be utilized most Conveniently 

as a translating element for determination of "drop of water" man's re 

lationship to "body of water" earth, through the passage of gravita 

tion-directed bodies through their planes of force-balance. Man's re 

actions to environment are measured by the fundamental coincidences to 

cosmic notions, but are certainly not to be conceived as directly in 

fluenced thereby. The falling of the stone in the water is not 

brought about directly by anything happening among the drops of water 

or among the particles making up the stone, yet the interplay of drops, 

particles, stones, bodies of water, earth masses and heavenly bodies 

is necessarily all a prt of one orderly patteen of cosmic motion and 

being. The drop of water is brought by causes inherent in its own be 

ing to the place where it lies ready to be displaced by movement in 

the water caused by the falling stone, but to attempt to work out di 

rect relationships of cause and effect in this or any other instance 

is to set up an infinite regress— for "something!' causes the stone to 

fall, and some other cuase caused that cause, and the other causes caused 

causes in infintie chain from a beginning that can never be reached
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except by arbitrary assumption, as in the putting of a doctrine of an

Absolute, an imcreate creating God. . .

One element that all things have in common, and yet (paradox 

ically enough) in particular, is time. Time actually is shared, how 

ever inthe present moment alone. Both past and luture separate and 

alassify things, the present holds them all static in a fixed relation 

ship to an orderly and cosmic whole. To determine the full 0 1 rela 

tionship of any thing to a34 things a present moment alone is needed. 

Horary art is not half so much a putting up and interpreting of the 

chart for the moment as it is the determination of the moment. The 

interplay of relationships demands sone one relationship wnich is 

known and dispassionately observed, or which is relatively fixed and 

absolute. Usually this is provided by the impingement of some other 

person(s problem upon the astrologer, because the astrologer (unless 

warped by anxiety for a fee, or to please a client) is ideally dis 

passionate. By the cosmic law of affinities, the universal relation- 

hip, this impingement cannot take place except at a moment 0 1 au 

least intellectual response upon the astrologer(s part; yet he is al 

most completely separated form its import, and so can judge i-itell-- 

gently. Therefore when the matteris brought to his attention a fac 

et of the matter is'in ascendancy which, lying in relationship to him 

reveals a moment of potency— potent because alive outside the con 

fused. sphere of the querent's own b- ing. Therefore a horary chart is 

usually erected for the moment of receipt or comprehension of an in 

quiry. Where the astrologer is also querent these elements are a lit- . 

tie more difficult to handle, but all that is required is a moment 

when something unrelated, to the self serves sharply to araw tne atten 

tion of self to the problem; a sudden qualm of apprenhension or a quick 

and inexplicable return of the attention of the self to t e self#
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The horary chart is completely verified by the operation SB 

the time factor, by the revealed interrelationship of all things to 

all other things. Thus every chart, to show irhat a potent r.momeht 

has been selected, and to drive home constantly to the astrologer the 

fact of cosmic interrelationsips, must be subjected to the "lunat cycle' 

test". The moon by the last "Ptolemaic" aspect it has made, and the 

next noe it will make, indicates an event in the past and one in the 

future, respectively. The anture of the event concerns the house in 

which the aspected planet is found, the nature of the a spect and the 

nature of the planet (themoon is only a "counter", that is). In oth 

er words a matter perhaps wholly disassociated from the actual ques 

tion will best show the degree of potentiality in the matter at hand. 

Since time is the essence of interpretation of life— of the divination 

of its tendencies— the past event is assuring fend the future event 

gives opportunity for a later and dispassionate double check.. Time 

is indicated by the number of degreesrequired to complete the aspect, 

for its units, and by the house and sign position of the moon accord 

ing to the following table

THE H O R A R Y M E T A B L E
— 5------------------- j?------ :-------- 1

[Angular houses Succedent houses 1 Cadent houses

4____ Cardirial sign:5 Days Weeks Months

- Common signs Weeks Months Years

Fixed signs Months Years Infinity
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DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY IV SITUATION

This lesson is the second of ten dealing with the essentials 

f horary art and it introduces the student to the space or situation

factory which fundamentally, complemets the time element as the bas 

is of all divination. There are two departments in this present com-

a given problem, in terms of thisns; and psycology, or the contribu 

tory elementsk as thsesare to be expressed in terms of personality.

Of the two the estimation of the inaniamate factors is by fat tne eas 

ier for the beginner, but in the end the latter will perhaps prove the 

mmre ueeful Pure circumstances in a horary chart are indicated by 

the particular ones among the planets (other 'chan tne moon as used, in 

the nlunar cĵ cle test") which happen to be the mosc active orpocent 

in the wheel as it Is created. What is meant oy ohis is that wnile 

the planet which is lord of the ascendant (for example) is given po 

tency by the fact ihathe creation of significance in its aspects, it 

also wholly apart form its role in the horary chart, is signifxcanu by 

the "accid.net" of what planet it happens to be, in showing to the as 

trologer the generaly type and. trend of circumstances tnat have brognt 

the particular query to the particular astrolgger at that particular 

time. The nature of the planets in natal astrology is fixed and def 

inite, but in horary astrology their significations (other than that 

gained by each by its lordship of certain houses) is largely deter 

mined by the astrologer— either by their meaning in his own natal 

chart, ot by their meaning as these have grown in his habits o± 

thought. It is obvious that if the astrologer was dominated by Venus 

the presence of that planet psoominately in the -interpretation of the 

horary chart would indicate a special degree of "fitting into dondi- 

tions" on phe part of the querent, or maCoer queried about. Ij. w oat 

urinine matter is brought bo the astrologer whose Saturn is "well-favor 



ed" the probabilities by the law of affinity are that the matter is 

"in tune" with general conditions and with its own genius, and so may 

be expected to be moving to a favorable conslusion.

Superficially this would indicate that the average astrolgger 

would draw onl certain tupes of problems to him, and this is more or 

jess true. However, it is possibel for any student to get a degree 

of cosmic perception or measure of universality that will enable him 

for the sake of his growth in understanding, and his greater useful 

ness to attract andy and all sorts of problems. An ideal way to 

build up a sense of this planet differentiation is to take note of 

the planetary hours. The seven original planets in reverse Chaldean 

prder (that is, as followss Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, sun, Venus, Mer 

cury and moon) rule the "hours" in continuous succession. These plan 

etary hours are each a twelfth -Vart of the internal between sunrise 

and sunsetk and sunset and sunrise, sad the first hour afte^r each sun 

rise is ruled by the lanet ruling that day. Thus, starting on Sat 

urday, the first hour hand the day are ruled by Saturn; and the twenty- 

fifth following hour will be ruled by the sun, which ryles the suc 

ceeding day. ("Planetary Hour Bools" may be purchases or constructed, 

giving the tome pf sumsise and sunset for each day of any year in any 

given latitudes) This scheme of hours eliminate Uranus and Neptune 

nut these planets are of monor importance in horary ast; they indi 

cate always the intangible— Neptune, that which lies outside the self, 

or which appeals perversely to ele,emts wot join the self. Uranus, that 

which lies ddep within the self, or appeals perversely to elemetnts out 

side the self. By noting in what planetary hour a problem is submit 

ted the young astrologer gains a broad general sense of the "situation 

emphasis" of the planets in his own circle of affairs and human service.

The horary significance which is now to be given to the Chal 

dean planets must always be understood as supplementary to their spec 

ial significance in any divinatory chart as lords' of houses and so as



signifucators of certain streams of action.. Also tnis. significance 

should be, and, subconsciously7' at leat, will be modifies by the tem 

perament, type and degree of understandin, and by the natal chart, of 

the astrologer. In general Saturn and Jupiter always represent the 

ties with other people "on a basis of equality"— the associations of 

peers in normal life. Jupiter is protecting and Saturn is challeng 

ing influence. Juniter is the ooliceman, and Saturn the criminal; 

but Saturn is the law and any calling to account or bringing to jus 

tice, wherupon Jupiter is the escape from penalty or the seemingly un 

deserved revrards of life. Juopiter is laways the friend, Saturn the 

enemy. Turning to the "lights", the sun always represents either au 

thority (impersonal) or superiority (personal). It may be fame or 

display, or mer ly an influence that tends to exalt or (the smae thing 

that compels acknowledgement of the worth and exaltation pregnant in a 

si uation. The moon is alway the mass of people generally, or it is 

the mood, or the weather, or general upset or excitement— anything that 

draws the attention to insignificance in things or that brings agout 

feeling if insignificance. All these meanings, of course, must be 

given personal definitenessn by each student according to his own ex 

perience, point of view and temperament. Mars represents force, 

ther fore activity. Virility, or potency of any sort in either indi 

vidual or event is implied. Senus is love, or a lover, or whatever 

appeals to the senses or is dependent upon the senses for appreciation. 

Mars is that which stirs up], Venus that which calms down; ther-fore 

Venus is decay or degeneracy and Mars is pioneering and construction, 

or reconstruction. Mercury is mind, mental activity and all mental 

types of people and situations.

Let the student make for hims&lf a table of keywords for the 

planets, altering and changing these until they provide an absolute 

typication of the facets of his own consciousness. To arrive at



this result let him watch !?1) the planets he will use in the "lunar 

cycle test", (2) those rul'ng the hours in which problems of a particu 

lar type come to him, and (3) those most actios in the working out of 

actual problems in actual experience with horary interpretation. Tnis 

is someting that must be absolutely individual, consequently these 

lessons normally follow the four series that put down necessary groung 

work.

The department of psychology or rhe analysis of the client 

(both for understanding him, and knowing what can be told him non- 

structively) is not one on which more than general and suggesoive sug 

gestions can be mad.e. Obviously, the technique in the stuay of man 

is the obserbation of men, everywhere. It is not necessary to wait 

in order to Lave humanity bring itself for Hose observation through 

the medium of horary charts. These are too greatly limited by the 

temperament and experience o.f the astrologer. Rather a grequenting 

of public places is most fruitful for a study of this sort——together 

with a constant and in elligent reading or viewing of the best char- 

aeteristizations in literature and upon the stage and screen. Informa 

tion bureaus in railroad stations, adjustment bureaus in department 

stores— tjese ans other places provide ample opportunity for the stu 

dy of human nature. In connection with this the planetary hours may 

be observe:!. Generali rising ypes, or "sun-signs" jiypes may be gues 

sed. Thus, in time, knowing Mars as "forcS it will be possible to 

know how much force expends itself in any given individual according 

to his t pe, and so for each planet. This and tnis alone will give 

an intelligent grasp of the situation, or circumstances in general.
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DIVIDATORY ASTROLOGY V —  METHOD

This lesson, is the third of ten dealing with the essential 

pf hoarary art and it introduces the student to the ddfinte technique 

of analysis for a divinalory char. Although the practice oaf astrol 

ogy as a whole, and the horary branch in particular, is a art rather 

thsn a science--and so cannot truly be made the matter of rules that 

may be applies with fixed and unimaginative precision— nevertheless an 

established method is necessary, askillful manner of procedure analy- 

gour tothe techinque of an Srt. As a muscian must drill himself 

with scales, or their equivalent, so the astrologer must dtetek constant 

ly to classify all $uman activitys and manifeatations in accordance 

with the astrological rulerships. As the artist must give constant 

expression to his critical faculties by a continual saturation of his 

life and being in the realms of the beautiful, of man’s capture of the 

admirable in art forms, so the astrologer must idealize all geing in 

terms of what life might be, or will be. Astrological technique is a 

intelligent development of method, both in the "stellar science" as a 

whole, and in the individual’s approach to its ernploymnet. All astrol 

ogical rulerships and procedures, as these are given fixed and general 

ized form, are merely a amthod of character study and circumstance anal 

sis. It is true that they are an elegvation of pure method to the 

ranks of science of absolute relationship, but their employment by 

each separate astrologer is yet the individualized method which remains 

an art. In other word, there is a science of acoustics, and an art 

of music, 5 a science of light and colot, and an art of paintihg; a sci 

ence of the absolute relationsip of everything to everything else (as 

trology in its primary role, althoughot in the common employment of 

the word) and an art of the determination of an individual's given de 

gree of relationship to the circumstances of his environment and des 

tiny (astrology as noroscopy, or the use of the chart in natal and hor-



ary interpretation). Practical methods is therefore individual, neces 

sarily, hut as a painter may with profit observe the manner in which 

anothee of his craft uses a brush,.or applies certain colors, so the 

astrologer as an artist may profit by established individual techni 

ques— such as Sabian chart-reading method, taken as a whold through 

the barious series of these lessons.

For horary work there are two fundamental points of view re 

quired as a basic â sy-roach to any given problem; ine in terms of time, 

one in terms of space. Thus there is no reality save in that present 

wherein all things are momentarily fixed in a static state or pattern, 

subject to analysis and intelleight derection. While the strength og 

present tendencies will determine future inclination, and will ge sha 

ped by the stronger of the propulsions of the past, nevertheless the 

present is free by its own right to create (accept) the implication of 

its past and the potentiality of its future. Through such an under 

standing alone is any art of life direction possible. A man starting 

to slide down a hill may have to accept the continuance of the slinding 

that has gaoined present real actuality, but the fact is no indication 

that he must slide down other hills— that is, the principle mutt be a- 

pplied with reason 91 and according to the real compass of the pr ent mo 

ment, but it is none the hss true and absolute. Because of this 

po nt of view the Sabian student is required to know the'present not 

in terms of a rocking-chair toying with astrological symbols upon 

scratch paper but by means of a deeper participation in all affairs of 

life (in interest, if not literally) and by means of a classifying of 

these within himself through the astrological structure of houses, 

planets and signs.

The second basic point of view is spatial, or the realiza 

tion that the reality of things is not inherent in the things which 

are presented to the self as real but is a manifestation of the type



or kind of relationship(spatial actuality) that brings things into a 

state of reality. In natal astrology the whole chart is measurement 

of self, in aspects of self— and things only exist is expressions of 

self— but in horary chart the desired end id the determing of the de 

gree of relationship to self of thigs the existence of which is the 

occasion for the chart, and so is taken for granted. Therefore in 

horary art the signs are of minor or derivagive use ohly; everythihg 

depends on the houses, which alon diagram the details dr spatial 

sphere of self. To the planets is delegated the whole characteriza 

tion of non-self ele,ents a ssueh. This becomes a difficult paragraph, 

perhaps, but one that will be clear on close attention. The ilanets, 

as shoen in the prior lesson, are the key to the situations of life; 

and in this one matter is the whole explanation fof the horary art.

With the preliminary understanding and point of view now 

gained the method of horary reading begins with the "preliminary con- 

sideations before judgement" (Lesson II, par.5* and the "lunar cycle 

test" (Lesson III, par. b) as an establishment of "rapport" between the 

understanding and the cirdumstances of "things" surrounding"self".

Next must be a definite approacj to the detailed interpretation of the 

divinatory chart as such, and this best begins with the "Yes" abd "No" 

rule that has been put down in Sabian Astrolgoy (LessonXIX, par.5).

If the lord of the ascendant (of the horary charxt as erected (not the 

"distribution map", cf. Lesson II, and there review "ring atound the rody 

"apply" (that is, move on through the zodiac either by direct or retro

grade mation, without leaving a sign, to an exact aspect) favorably 

(conjunction, sextile, or trine) or unfavorably (square or opposition) 

to the lord of the house of the matter inquired about (the ascendant of 

the "distribution map") the outcome is "yes" or "no" respectively; if 

no aspect(Ptolemaic) is found, the issue of the matter is not yet de 

termined. The time table (Lesson III) say be used to determine the
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moment of the favorable or unfavorable outcome, exactly as in the case 

of the "lunar cycle test" (using the moving planet— the enquirer, not 

the matter enquired about— to find the time units from the table).

By the use of the "didtribution map"a complete arnd perfect 

analysis of the whole static situation of any matter of inquiry becomes 

possible, because the details of hours-rulership are taken down to a 

very fine point of differentiation. It is an absolute distribution 

of the "moment self" of a given pattern of circumstances, ad it is 

the real (that is, ideal) horary art to which the final twqlve lessons 

of the present series are devoted. In the meanwhile, six intervening 

lessons vimSist be given to the working out of general details of opera 

tion and. employment of the planetary elements given in the preceding 

lesson. In other words, after looking at a chart for i s "yes" or "no" 

implication, and before file "distribution map" or detailed analysis of 

the houses can be taken up with real profit, the general condition of 

exterior circumstances must be analyzed. The houses are the means 

whereby the enquirer orhis problem can be seen in inner or self~re;a~ 

tionship. But a horary chart is a creature of things or conditions 

outside the self, and the conditions of its creation must first be 

known if the chart itself is to be evaluated properly.
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DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY VI ~  SOVEREIGNTY

This lesson is the fourth of ten deal ing with the essentials 

of harary art $iG it introduces the student to the problem of determini 

n g  n e  relative weight or importance of those planets who among them 

are clue to. the circumstances creating any problem of issue. It has 

has already been pointed out (Lesson II, par.1)that the "common elements 

of the chart must be known well enough so that no distraction of atten 

tion from the interpretation-will result from any detail of its erec 

tion" and by the same token it is necessart that te elements of plan 

etary strength or weakness be equally well known, so that the message 

they will have for the astrologer may not be lost in the intracacies of 

the estimation of them in his own mind. The strength of a planet is 

known as its "dignity", its weakness as its "debility". The depart 

ment of astrology which has paticulart reference to this method of ap- 

proach to the unlocking of the meanings of the astrological wheel is 

known as the "ARabian Astrology", and it ’will be the ninth in the series of 

lessons upon Ihe "stellartart". The necessary tables of the planetary 

dignities have been given in "Temple Astrolgy"( pages 61, 89? 93?98 

? 20 6 ) an  ̂are available in practically all astrological texts of any 

compass. The lords of the signs and the exaltations of the planets 

(and planetary points should be known thoroughly by the horary astrol 

oger, tables of the minor rulerships should be at this elbow for use 

when he needs them. Since this a a modern tendency to tamper wot;j 

the root astrological sscheme, in order to give an implication of "pro 

gress" of a fuperficial sort in the art, it is necessary to sound the 

warning against that Aquarius is not ruled by Uranus, or Pisces by Nep 

tune. (Discussion of this will be summed up in "TheosophichalAstrolg- 

gy"? Class 36). There are two kinds of dignities of the placets; the 

"accidantal dignities" that see created by the ejection of the parti 

cular chart, or by the nature of the apparent motion of the particular



planet; amd tje ^essential dignities" that are wholly created by the 

static nature of the particular relationships of the planet in the zo 

diac. Reference already has been made to the essential dignities 

which should be firmly established in the astrologer's head, and to 

the tables of these which should be at his elbow. In the case fif) the 

accidental difnities some observation may be given (fern "Temple Astrol 

ogy" .)

T HIS P L A N E T A R Y  D I G N I T I E S

Accidental_Dign1ty

1. Angular by house

2. Direct in motion

3. In good aspect 

b. Swift in motion

5. Wide in declination

6 . Elevated by house 

$. Occidental by house 

$. Not intercepted 

9. On important degree

(A planet out of all dignity is 

Angular signifies position in 

strength); measured from five degrees 

cusp of the following house; however,

Essential Dignity

1. In its own sign

2. In its exaltation

3 . In its triplicity 

b, In its term

5. In its ring

Essential Debility

6 . In its detriment

7. In its fall 

peregrine)

houses, 1 , 10 , 7 , (in order of 

before the cusjb to the exact 

if a planet be within orb of

an angular house,(by position in the five preceding degrees) its dig 

nity is more potential than actual— a fact of which advantage may be 

taken in interpretation. Direct in motion is the normal condition of

the planets, but it is nevertheless the second strongetst of the 

accidental dignities. If a planet be stationary it has more influence 

than if moving, and the direction it is aoout to take determines whetil 

er it is a dignity or debility. To be in good aspect is to be pre 

ponderantly in good aspect (using the Ptolemaic aspects only, ano. the
.« \ -f* tile

orb? are given in the tables cited from "Temple Astrology )• ~



preponderance is bad (squared and oppositions) it becomes a debility; 

if the good and bad aspects balance each boher there is no &i0nity 

debility. The number of degrees moved by the planet within the twen 

ty-four hours that includes the time f r which the chart is erected 

(the Greenwich Kean time of the chart) by comparison with the table 

of mean motions cited ("Temple Astrology) determines whether the plan 

et is swift or slow, or mean~t»e latter case indicating neither dig 

nity nor debility, Wide declination means twenty-three degrees of 

moer, ither notth or south. Elevated lay house, means closer to the 

cusp of the tenth house than oay other planet; occidental indicates 

position in houses 10 , 1 1 , 12 . 1 . 2 , 3 - Not in in an intercepted sign 

self-explanatory. The phase "important degree" refers normally to 

the critical degrees (the table for which has been cited in "Temple 

Astrology" but also includes the position of a planet in a horary c 

chart upon a degree which is significant in a natal chart when natal

and horary figures are examined in conjunction.

For a determination of the dignities of the planets they are 

to be taken, first in accidental and then in essential but separately, 

in the order of their relative strength. A planet in superior posi 

tion by essential deignity,is stronger than a planet nearly as highly 

ranked by accidental dignity, but if planets are the same rank in 

both schemes of rating (as. both in first, or fifth, or any other place 

the planet so ranked by accidental dignity is stronger, otrength 

cancels weakness, so that a planet with a debility merely is bxia.t f̂ 5ar 

down in the scale of strength; if it, is retrograde it is no direct, 

and so one There is a scoring system by which each planet is given 

points, and its more exact rating of static strength determined, but 

this belongs to later work "Arabian Astrology" and is only of use to 

the skilled and constant employer of divinatory art. Fully astisfac- 

tory restult may be obtained without it, and its justification lies



in a minutia of interpretation that generally is more ornate than prac 

tical.

For horary work all r anking between planets is as between 

two planets only (although the ranking itself is obtained by consider 

ing all planets) as each point of interpretation must be taken separ 

ately, and given absolute interpretation. To employ but two planets 

at a time is the secret of sharp and successful horary work. There 

fore the foregoing enables the strologger to.::-know which of a pair of 

planets in question is the stronger; what their static situation in 

reference to eanh other may be. The weaker of the two, nowever, may 

have soverignky over the Wronger, and may acquire great dynamic 

strength in the chart as a whole by possessing sovereignty over many 

or eben all of the other planets. A planet is said to "dispose of" 

or to rule any other planet or planets situatied in a sign of which 

it is lord and, by extension, to rule whateer other planet isrules 

may ruld. Disposition, equally with applying aspect, becomes the 

root procedure in an interpretation bfi the horary afa&rt, so that fur 

ther explanation must be given the matter of sovereignty, and the stu 

dent, futhermore, Biust be able to recognize the manifestation of this 

in definite, identifiable people concerned in any particular issue.



DIVINATOBY ASTROLOGY VII PORTRAITURE

This lesson is the fifth of ten dealing with the essentials 

of horary art and it introduces the student tothe porblera of identi 

fying, inthe divinatory chart, the people or dynamic personalitites 

who are of definite significance in reference to the problem for which 

the figure has been erected. In the determination of the dignities 

of the planets the interest in in static considerations, but wlith the 

turning of attention to the personal reference of planets the point of 

view is of living and active processes; the 'whole discussion is one of 

dynamics. The interrelaionsMp between various matters of life may 

be purely physical and inanimate— of things, primarily— but sooner or 

later, in any given analysis, it will be disconvered that relationship 

as mich traces back to a living element, and this is either founded up 

on or made evident through a person. The dominion of people over 

things is, philosophically, sovereignty— whether expressed in woner- . 

ship, influence or momentary possession or employment— exactly as the 

rulership of certain individuals by other individuals^ the hfluence 

of certain things over other things, is sovereignth. Whether expressed 

through things or people, this sovereignty is personal, and at the 

end is to be seen rooted in the self or in those related to the self. 

The dignities of the planets show, not sovereignty in fact, biat rela 

tive strength as related to each other— capacity for sovereignty— and 

there is thee the element by which the horary astrologer determines 

the potentiality of situations in which he will find ,his client. By 

the dignities of the planets Jj.e may determine the static potentiali 

ties of a problem.

Thus a querent maj* be worried over a business deal, and the 

first and tenth, primarily involved, may not be brought into re 

lationship by the chart in a way definite enough to satisfy all the de 

tails of the querent. How abo t finance? Is money the trouble, in



the problem in question? Examination shows that the lord of the sec 

ond house is dignified over the lord <£ the ascendant, and if there is 

no dynamic relationship between these two (by being in aspect, or by 

one "disposing” of the other) it may be seen that the money of the

querent is stronger than he is— his problem is psychological, or per- 
than

sonal, or other financial from a basic point of view. If the 

first and tenth lords are not in aspect (that is, if t e horary shows 

no action twards consummation or settlement of the deal) he may ask 

why the situation is thus negative. If the lord of the first is dig 

nified over the lord of the tenth, then the querent is putting an over 

balancing amount of self into the matter, aid smothering the deal 

wheras, if the reverse be true, he is not rising to the opportunities 

of the deal. Or, in theis first case, he is worth more than the deal 

(as it were) aand it cannot express itself in any actuality which his. 

visualization of it will permit, and in this second case, the deal 

would demand more of him than he, without sacrifice to the integrity 

of self, could give, so that agian he has been unable to create realO 

ity sufficient to permit the deal to come to tangible manifestation. 

Here is a method of infinite possibilities. *t is not the intention 

of these lessons to do more than put the means of interpretation into 

the hands of the yo ng astrologer, because ho rary art (as well as all 

astrological skill) is a matter of re-expressing the principles of in 

terpretation to meet every given case. Vast volumes would be required 

if it were necessary to puttdown each andevery application ot the 

principles; rather it is Sabian technique to outline the generalities; 

the underlying reasins, in all things, and then to give just what def 

inite illustration is necessary to stimulate the imagination. Any 

desired minutiae of detail of interpretation may be safely taken from 

a horary chart (if it has net the "requirements before judgement") and 

for the doing of this the static balancing of the planets as just i 1-



lustrated, the dynamic balancing to which this lesson now turns its at 

tention, or a transforming of static relationsips into dynamic by the 

principles of Pythagorean Astrology (illustrated in the set of lessons 

issued under that name) may be sued.

In the dynamics of horary astrology there are the two main 

factors of sovereignty. These are created ^spatially (in space) 

through the dispositions of certain of the planets by others and dura- 

tionally (in time) h the applying adnd separating aspects. The lat 

ter has entir'e concern with the outcome, or lack of outcome, of a mat 

ter. Thus the "when" and the "how" are determined through the as 

pects of divinatory art. The former is more concerned with the analy- 

is of the nature of a matter,the determination of contributory fac- 

torsOOthe "what" and "why" of a problem.. The "yes" and "no" rule has 

already been given, together with the time taiole and a hint of the more 

elaborate method to be put down in the final twelve lessons— and all 

theme operations are a matter of aspect, or the primary dynamics.

There must now be further reference to the secondary dynamics, or sov 

ereignty arising from the sit ation of the planets in the domains of 

each other, "disposing" of each other. For the present it may be 

seen iihat disposition makes possible the determining of & massing spa 

tial emphasis. Thus, if one planet in the chart dispose of all the 

others, the house containing that planet and those- of which it is lord 

are collectively the dominating factor in the situation. Certain 

houses, through containing the lords of others, indicate a dominance ofcer 

tain departments of life, over the other departments. In general it is 

best far the beginner to work this out according to the lords of the 

houses only, but position of a disposer of other lords, or of a lord, 

inany house also gives that house influence over the others brought 

thereby into relationship with it. This use of the planets contained 

in a housemay also be applied to the static balance of the houses in 

any comaprison between them (illustrated in the preceding paragraph),



28again giving a detail of application that is infinite.

The question mow arises, how to express these relationsmps 

to the client, how to make the interpretation of a problem real to 

the querent. The master key to horary astology lies in the estab 

lishment of all points of significance in persons rather than in mere 

things, in the definite "portraiture" of a situation. The first 

step in any mawstery of this gift lies in the thorough knowled-ge of the

elements of description in planets and signs*

TABLE OF 

Aries 

Taurus 

Gemini 

Cancer 

Leo 

Virgo 

Libra 

Scorpie 

Sagittarius 

Capricorn 

Aquarius 

Pisces

GENERALITIES DESCRIBED 

Lean, lusty, dark 

Short, full, swarthy 

Tall, sanguine, obscure 

Low, round, sickly 

Large, full, ruddy 

Slender, good, ruddy 

Tall, sanguine, slender 

Squat, corpulent, muddy 

Full, ruddy, bald 

Dry, narrow, dark 

Squat, sanguine, clear 

Short, pale, fleshy

BY PLAIJETS AND SIGNS

Mars Taller, more active

Venus Shorter , softer

Saturn Taller, more moody

Jupiter Fuller, more open

Mercury Thinner , fussier

Sun Fuller, more ocente:

Moon Thinner , more moody

Uranus Taller, eccentric

Neptune Smaller , abnormal

These are tendencies 

and generalities only



DIVINITQHY ASTROLOGY VIII ORIENTATION

This lesson is the sixth of tfen dealing with the essentials 

of harary art and it introduces the student to the technique of the es 

tablishment of a giyen problem in spatial relationship with the known 

environment. As was pointed out at the geginning of the preceding 

lesson it is necessarty to anchor all relationships of horary inquiry- 

to people rather than things, and this is diffuclt upon two counte- 

first, because of the tendency of most individuals to give actual rath 

er than symbolical reality to things, so that they have geen inatten 

tive to the personal factors involved, and second because oi the ex- 

preme variance always possible in the description of any person. The 

substance for a skilled describing of the people shown' in a horary 

chart is taken from the client Mmself, and the capacity to do this is 

to be gained only empirically and by patient and persistent pracitce 

with divinatory art. Some of the fundamental observations are ob 

vious eno gh to be commonplace, yet are sldom realized if attention 

is not drawn to them. Thus the racial and national factor is most im 

portant— a negro client giving a first presumption of colored people 

to be described by iDlanets, or of whites most likeljr to be associated 

with a colored raanin a given problem. Jewish, Scandinavian or Greek 

extremes are cases of obvious marked charact eristics. Men and women 

are quit, apt to move in utter11 different realms. Professional peo 

ple present the distinct lines of a general world of their own m  each 

sphere of effort. Students and children, governmental employees, by- 

the-job men as members of the building t-rads, etc., etc.— all these 

present facets of life and beqng which must be known and appreciated 

in their special characteristics. The descriptions given at the close 

of the prior lesson are shaped primarily to the Middle West industrial- 

center city dweller, perhaps as convenient an American type as any oth 

er for a basis of differentiation. The sign in which a planet of sig“



nificance in a horary chart is fond is the root characterizing agency 

of the individual who will represent this factor of significance in 

the life of the querent; t' e planet itself is the first n o d m e r  of 

the description, and the suggestive elements of the client himself the 

second modifier,

Obviously divinatory astrology, except in a most superficial 

wau, is neither for the beginning student nor the dabbler, and so in 

the Sabian series it is preceded by four other studies which have pro 

vided down-right difficult gro ndwork. What is now demanded of the 

seeker (upon the "astrological path to wisdom") is a growing inter st 

in every possible outside detail oi life, togecner with a consistent 

will to work and practice with this, one of the greateset of all arms. 

It the present tins the study of divination demands die caning up ana 

vontinuance throughout the balance of the active life of the complete 

reading daily of sor e one good r etropolitan newspaper and at 

least one eekly and ae montly magazine of general interest (that is 

publications summarizing in one way or another the progress of events 

from week to w  ek and prov'ding special arti les of information upon 

the various developments in and through civilization). A complete 

approach to the factual situati ns of the day-oy-ctay 11j-S oj. one 1 c*ce 

is not sufficient to create a horary astrolog ~r, uowever, he must -pro 

ceed with wqual thoroughness to train and sharpen hisintuition Ins 

capacity to geve substance to the symbols of life, and oi the chart, 

ho greater aid to the beginner in divinatory art xs possiole on&n tint 

explained by the symbolical degrees of the zodiac. These nave Deen

explained in "Professional Astrology" (Lesson I, pari; Lesson XI,
\

par.3 ) and in the description of any person from the horary cnart the 

symbolical degre will supply supplementary suggestions of great a id 

to the intuition. And let it be siad again that portraiture is one

supr nee key to divinatory art



Since much of the skill in describing people of significance 

depends upon a proper advance estimation of the environment ano ganer- 

al situation in which a cliant is found, the initial great problem of 

the horary astrologer is that of orientation, or the establishment of 

the spatial relationships between the problem and its circumstances. 

The medieval horary astrologers helped themselves hugely in tnxs mat 

ter by a first establishment of directiohs of the compass according to

the following table;

HOUSES Direction Indicated SIGNS Directions Indicated

First East Aries East

Second E. N. E. Taurus S. by E.

Third N. N. E. Gemini Ww by S.

Fourth North Cancer North

Fifth N. N, W. Leo E. by N.

Sixth y. N. w. Virgo S. by W.

Seventh Nest Libra West

Eighth W. S. W. Scorpio N. by S.

Ninth S. S. W. Sagittarius E. by S.

Tenth South Capricorn South

Eleventh S. S. H. Aquarius W. by N .

Twelfth E. S. E. Pisces N. by W.

The idea is that the person, or the matter signified by

planet, is to be fidund or is operating (has operated, will oper

the direction shown. The student will at ance be puzzled by the fact 

that the houses and signs agree only in four instances and that it is 

seldom that Aries will appear in the first ho se, or that the signand 

house of the same direction will agree. Let him r member, however, 

that the houses show the direction of physical situation and the plan 

ets the direction of interest in reference to the place of situation

Thus, if Mars in the first house were lord of the house ruling the
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things desired, and were applying to the lord of the ascendant, the per 

son most vital to the expected consumation would be found east of the 

querent5 if Kars so situated werealso in Libra the particular interp 

est of this vital person would be shown as dirested westward, i.e., 

in the direction of the querent--so that the whole would be an excel 

lent testimony to the proper and pleasing outworking of the matter.

It will be seen, and properly so, that the student is called 

upon to utilize a tremendous amoont of imagination in horary art. Di 

vination is neither mor nor'less than trained or directdd imagination. 

An author can compel his imagination to conform to the rules of liete - 

ary or dramatic art, and the occultist or astrologer can with equal 

happy r suits compel his imagination (or higher faculties) to conform to 

the rules (the eternal "laws") of life itself--thereby revealing a sit 

uation in its real essence. All of t e factors of astrology so far 

given in tdese lessons an horary art may be utilized for the revealing 

of the environmental facors of significance. The signs will give 

suggestive information by their nature. A planet In a water sign 

will indicate that a person or thing is near the. water, or is watery by 

nature or temperament. Earth, air and fire are no less suggestive.

The fluidity of cardinal signs, adaptability of common or solidty 

of fixed signs are as accurately shown in terms of character or situ 

ation. If a planet is in the fourth house, the person or thing is 

"at home" either literally or in the substance of consciousness or un 

der standing, etc., etc.
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DIVINATOHY ASTROLOGY IX —  CHARACTERIZATION

This lesson is the seventh of ten dealing with the essentials 

of horary art and it introduces the stu ent to the problems of carrying 

farther the identif actatio.a of people important to the situation and 

outcome of any given matter (portraiture) by showing the nature and ac 

tivity of their significance (characterization). To put the matter 

another way, the identifacation of persons, through whom the trend at 

any given moment in the course of any given life or porblem may be 

traced, consist of fcwo processes: the identifacation itself, to which

now the broadezf^term "portraiture" may be conveniently be restricted, and

the identifIcation of the signififiance itself, which is to be expres-
/

sed as "characterization”. This latter type o f description reveals 

the character of people brougbt into any degree of association with the 

client, but what is obtained is not the actual character of such an in 

dividual as and of himself (for ebery man has untold facets to his na 

ture) but rather the aspect of his character which he may be counted 

upon to put forward as expressing the association, upon his part, with 

the quer nt for whom the chart has be n erected. The whole proposi 

tion to which attention is now being given is the' determining of the 

environment of a problem, so that its probable outworking may be de 

duced. The degree to which a student may wish to carry this out is a 

natter of prefere :ce on his part, but the coijplete potentialities of 

a horary chart in this re -ard must’ be outlined. Beyond mere appear 

ance, so that a constructive identification of a living factor in an 

issue may be made, is the necessary determination of what the real at- 

titudeof such a person may be. The mere positive or negative aspect 

of as istance or impediment will be derived from pi anetary relation 

ships and explained inthe fol^pwing lesson (XI, XII), but of prior impor 

tance is the estimation of the person's active character, so iri_



teilligent approach to him and his interest in the given ratter nay be 

made. In the way that the horary astrologer is called upon to

learn life and all its aspects, so as to possess discrimination in an 

interpretation, so on a far lesser scale the querent must be equipped 

to make intellignet approach-to thise in a position to help or hinder 

him. V.liat is here involve1:' is a pure problme of deduction, becuase 

the characterization of a significant person is derived from wxactly 

the same factors that give the identifying characteristics and permit 

the querent to know to whom reference is made. Practically speaking 

the difference between portraiture and characterization is an exact 

reversal of the mental process. Portraiture utilizes she situation 

of the panet in a sign, and in its various relationships, to call 

forth from the querent a flash of recognition— quite the most beauti 

ful and striking aspect of smooth astrological art when well done—  

whereas characterization builds up in the querents mind the picture 

of the significance of such an individual, and does so by interpr t- 

iag tie factors not in terms of description but in terras of signifi 

cance. The most scientific method for doing this is the substance 

of the following les on. In the meanwhild there are generalities 

which it is important to master.

The planets have a root nature in reference to the astrolo 

ger, as already pointed out (Lesson IV, par.l ff.) and this is the
general

material for the most complete characterization tha:_ may be 

described for the benefit of the quer nt--that is, to illustrate, if 

the planet be Saturn the nature cf the astrologer's experience with 

Saturnine people (a factor that has made It more or less inevitable 

that this particular querent at the particular time should come to 

this particular astrologer for a characterization of the Saturnine in 

dividual vital to him in special or particular momentary reference) 

enables him to paint a very difinite and helpful picture of the given 

person. Withthis as a foundation, the dignities of the planets (Cx*
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Lesson VI), and especially the colors and other elements of the plan 

ets shown in the table of Temple Astrology (page33) are suggestive of 

character of anyone identified by oneof them. The signs and houses 

in which each is found (cf. Lesson VIII, par.5) and mateeial for use 

in this fashion.

ha ps more degeneration at the hands of medieval superstition than na 

tal art itself, therefore mapy of the rulerships are unsatisfactory.

As supplementary aid in poitraiiure two tables are added here. The 

first necessarily must give generalities only, and principally ti will 

be useful only for Christian or given names and only in skilled hands. 

In the second table the fiw cities that are given are traditional; no 

real satisfactory and complete agreement exists for the strological 

rulership of the principle cities of the world.

Horary astrolbgy, in its common text-books, has shown per

PLANETARY DESCRIPTION OF THE NAMES OF SEN AND WOMEN

Mars Generally a clear cut Roman or Latin name, short

Venus Generally a musical or ornate Grecian name, longer

Mercury Generally a conventional name common in the family

Saturn Generally a name yielding dignity, usually Anglo-Saxon

Jupiter Generally a name rather regal, usually Anglo-Saxon

Sol Generally a name taken from n ature, life-suggesting

Luna Generally an "invocative"name, of "magic-sorking" nature

TJranus Generally a descriptive name that as a hame is startling

Neptune Generally a variant or distortion of a name than a name

Mars



TRADITIONAL GEOGRAPHY RULERSHIPS IN HORARY ASTROLOGY

Aries;

Taurus;

Gemini s

Cancers

Leo;

Virgo;

Libra:

Scorpio:

Sagittarius:

Capricorn:

Aquarius:

England (general), Uhales, Germany, Denmark, Syria, Palestine 

Naple, Marseilles, Florence

Irelan, Poland, Soviet Sates, Persia, Afghanistan, Irak 

Dublin, Leipsic

United States, non-French Africa, industrial England, Bel 

gium, London, Cordova, Nuremberg 

All tropic sin Scotland, Holland, Australasia, Pacific islands 

New York, Amsterdam, Constantinople, Cadiz, Manchester 

France, French Africa, Ioaly, Czech—Slovakia, Artie—Antartis 

Bristol, Damascus, Philadelphia 

Natolia, Balkanstates, Greece, Switzerland, Atlantic islands 

Jerusalem, Paris, Bagdad

China, Japan, Thibet, inhabitable Siberia, Siam, indo-China 

Antwerp, Lisbon, Frankfort, Vienna

Norway^ subject, racially;;.minoritles^ JewsBri-tish ''Dominion:
- ’* >

l̂ hent j.j ̂iyerpppl], |le s-piaa:)

Arabia, Hungary, Yugo-Slavia, 

Cologne, Sheffield, Toledo 

Indin, Burma, minor national 

Oxford

Snain, Batin-America (not MES
Brazil)

grouns, Mexico, Baltic states

owe-den, Finland, Teutonized Slavs, Nomads, Free black- 

browns, Hqmburg, Bremen, Trent 

Portugal, Brazil, domiciled aliens everywhere, coloniza 

tions, Serville, Worms

Pisces:
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DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY X SOCIALIZATION

This is the eigth of ten lessons dealing with the essentials

of harary art and it introduces the student to the most difficult of 

all horary details, desease. So far as medical diagnosis is concern 

ed, this is entirely possible by divinatory astrology, but only in the 

ihost skilled of hands5 and properly only bo one who has been trained 

thorough ly in those natatl departments that deal with medical details. 

The general rule of Ptolemy for astrological delineation, that know 

ledge of the subject matter of inquiry must be as thorough as the know 

ledge of the astrological factors involoved, here applies with telling 

force. The student would need the eight years’ of r.cohventional pre 

medical and medical training, or its equivalent, as well as some exper 

ience in actual healing practice, to be able to use either horary or 

medical astrology intelligently for any complete diagnosis of disease. 

Several of the natal series of lessons to follow (e.g., Theosophical 

Astrology, Class 3 6 ) will outline the astrological elements of medical 

interpretatio n. 'What is now before the student, raMier than a deter 

mining ff what a disease may be, or a tracing out of .the cause of phy 

sical maladjustment (diagnosis) will be the utilization of character 

istic diseas conditions as an aid in determining other and at present 

more important problems. These conditions will be known either as a 

result of competent medical diagnosis already obtained, or because of 

their common recognition (or, in the form of their common recognition) 

as headache, indigestion, etd., etc. In this use of disease factors 

the horary astrologer must be careful neither to alarm not overly as 

sure his clients; he hhall have a decent and honest respect for his 

own ignorance in matters medical.

First house or Aries Head and face, brain 

Neck and throat, cerebellumSecond house or Taurus
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Third house or Gemini Shoulders, arms and lungs 

Chest and breasts, stomach 

Back and spine, heart 

Abdomen, intestines

Fourth house or Cancer

Fifth house or Leo

Sixth house or Virgo

Seventh house or Libra Lower back or kidneys

Eighth house or Scorpio Escretory and sexual organs

Ninth house or CSagittaMus Thighs, and hips, flesh generally

Tenth house or Capricorn Knees and skin, secretion generally

Eleventh house or Aquarius Ankles and calves, the circulation

Twelfth house or Pisces Feet and toes', liver

The superficial manner in which the above rulership may 

be used is in an extension of the identification or characterization of 

people significant in a horary chart. A planet in the first house and 

Cancer might suggest someone subject to indigestion-headaches, etc., etc. 

The first step in making such an identification more scientific is by 

the use of the planetary rulership also, for which purpose the nature 

of the planet in its general significance to the particular-astrologer 

is best, but to this may be added the "chemical planets" ("Temple As 

trology", page 28). Whether to take sign or house, for tentative des 

cription, if both do not suggest a blending of common idea, may be de 

termined by the fact of emphasis of circumstances (when house is taken) 

or function (when sign is best). Thus Saturn has a tendency to hold 

. things in solution (simply, it is therefore, but not always accurate 

ly, "congestion") and it might in Aries suggest a cold in the head, 

mental stress due to inability to put things our of mind, etc., etc., 

and in the seventh house a tendency to chill easily (difficulty in. 

keeping the pelvic region warm) or an over-activity of the kidneys 

which would contribute to an extreme of stimulation or lack of stimula 

tion of the bodily energy through the blood stream. If the planet 

were of importance in the horary chart by’ indicating the outworking or 

inwarking of the major or particular problem (as by the lunar cycle



test) the emphasis would he functional ad the person here signified 

would he characterized or identified as "having a cold" or "being wor 

ried about something"— whatever the composite of the factors would sug 

gest in a given instance— wftile if the planet was simplyof interest 

as in a house vital to the matter the emphasis would be circumstantial 

and in this case would show a person who would be of aid in an opportu 

nity and who would be identified or characterized bt ubtermittent 

bursts of activity, or by difficulty in keeping warm— whatever all cir 

cumstances would suggest. Here again, of course, is seen the diffi 

culty of any attempts to teach any branch of astrology by a mere rehear 

al of all possibilities and combinations.

Much more important than the above superficial consider 

ations, the aid in primary portraiture of characterization, is the fact 

that disease is an entity, occulty speaking, and that what the plan 

ets show, as in relation to the querent, is not only a person of flesh 

and blood actuality but also a "person" or "entity"within the self in 

'$erms of a disease or potential disease condition. In subjective 

idealism (in the realm of philosophy) the student is taught that noth 

ing exists, except as he gives existence to it, and this to a real 

measure is true in astrology. The planets in a horary chart show what 

people are by a client brought into existence in connection with a cer 

tain problem, and also what centers of force or persons he gbiings into 

existence within hinself by the same process. This thing within may 

be a real disease, or what allegorically may be termed a disease.

Here is the socialization of the factors of being, within and without. 

Several lessons have dwelt wpon the exterior sdcializatiohfIthis ileB'- 

son will at least call attention to tie interior equivalent process 

Life is made up of a division of labor. The head thinks, the feet 

walk, tec., etc. In horasy art it may be seen that the feet, which 

should walk, are afflicted with disinclination (Venus, i.e., the re 



solvent planet, in Pisces or twelfth)) and .therefore tne xiative does 

not progress toward a solution which actually awaits hid) etc*) etc.

Here is study and reseatch’,. with one talble of planetary meaning ano. 

one table of houses and signs) which willemploy a student so inclined 

for a year5 easity) of interesting practise with tnis one pnase of the

altogether fascinating horary art.

Of greatest importance in thes "disease" or introspective 

use of the planets in divinatory astrology is the building up of the 

significance of individuals of moment in a problem) as these are iden 

tified by horary planets. This is accomplished by a combination of 

the "personal" and "disease" elements. In other words? the individ 

ual is first identified to the querent) then incharacterizing such a 

one) the next step is to show hisophysical reaction to and upon the quer 

ent. Constructively or destructively every otner individual with 

whom contact is made in life is a "disease". These are people who 

"fire" each other, or one theother. In that cas-e the significance 

within is of a fever and so on. -fyiis is truly scientific, and truly 

difficult; yet it should be mastered. No instruction will do, exper 

ience alone will develop the gift of knowing one"s own, or other peo 

ple’s headaches, aphrodisiacs, fevers, chills and the like.



DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XI —  IMPEDIMENT

THIS LESSON IS THE NINTH OF TEN DEALING WITH THE ESSENTIALS 

OF HORARY ART AND IT INTRODUCES THE STUDENT fflffi THE FIRST OF TWO COHBSID- 

erations in the to-be-foreshadowed outworking of any given problem, 

the elements that in general deny a desired result. Interpretation 

of impidements, and of thelements of assistance in the following les 

son, must never be taken fatalistically, for the simple and obvious 

reason that knowledge of factors (or even of supposed factorsm ig such 

knowledge- be false) modifies action and attitude and so in most cases 

modifies the whole structure of circumstances. This if A is in a 

deal with B, and B is dishonest and at work to take advantage of Am all 

the difference in the world relults from the discovery on thapart of 

A of the dishonesty of B. Ther areconditions inlife and experience 

too strongly launched and "conditioned" to be changed to any apprecial- 

ble extent, but these are rare— ’they may be dismayed as "karmic" by- 

the superficial student, or seen as really and definitely in progress 

of change to larger perspective and in larger realms of expression by 

the deeper student, ^ut on the whole it is impossible to say defin 

itely teat will happen in any given instance, or any given combination 

of circumstances. The rule for real astrology are, "Never predict" 

and "Outline tendencies, as "for the information of all concerned".

There arestucents who will say that "qstrology always works". This 

is the case of a temperament where the idea that "aspects are Sad" and 

is so disheartening as to kill off real expression of self, and so 

make the untoward result inevitable, and where "good aspects" are suf 

ficient encouragement to a fundamental timid dispostion to enable 

such a person actually to do what might equally have been done without 

the psychological "boost", if with perhaps a greater expenditure of 

self. Conversely ther is the other type of tmeperame.nt that is stim-



ulated bv bad aspects to accomplishment, andlulled into inaction and 

false security by good aspects, so that such a person can truly testi 

fy that "astrology never works". Both of these extremes err in ap 

proaching the "stellar science" too literally.

"How may it be known that events are sure("karmic"),oDrtthat 

they are easily subject to modification? This is a matter of the 

strength and coincidence of all significations. If Saturn rules the 

hosr, day and client, if the client comes to the astrologer when he is 

passing throgh a SATUBN CYCLE, AND THE CKABT SHOWS THAT Saturn not 

only is the significant planet but that it is moving to a strong as 

pect of a planet accurately symbolizing the person or thing.of moment 

in everyway— in other words if the very face of nature herself arises 

to bear testimony to a matter— the "interpretation is certain and the 

outcome sure" (Daniel, 2^5)$ exactly as the lack of a real piling up 

of these many evidences show a trivial matter and tie easily modified 

by an exercose of the will. The astrologer is not an oracle of the 

divine will, unless it is a most exceptional occasion; he merely is 

one equipped to read the spiritual "sign posts" of life.

First of the elements of impediment in the interest or con 

cern of the young astrologer are retrograde and intercepted planets.

By static postiion the presence of a retrograde planet in a house $ or 

sign* indicates that the matters so ruled are ppt to drift away from 

the querent, in a manner described by the nature and aspects of the 

planet. This, of course, is the.wholly superficial interpretation. 

Actually what is taking place is a very definite subjectification of 

the matter described— that is, the interest of the querent in such a 

person or thing is increasingly introspective; therefore the object 

fades away, both to the perception and also more literally in terms of 

tangible life realtionship, and becomes "subject", within. A friend, 

who has been of great financial assistnace (to cite an example)



nio.y be eliminated in bis role of financial assistance (through the 

loss of his job, inability to continue; or a direction of his interests 

elsewherem unwillingness to continue) but if he is shown by a retro 

grade planet he will be recaptured, advantageously so, as an inner or 

subjective strength a sense of gratitude (perhaps) that serves to 

break wwhat had been a hard element in the character, an element that 

moved always for the crea ion of financeal difficulties, so that tha 

outer financial assistance m  a snort time is no longer needed at dl—— 

yet iu would have been claimed, to a gradual impoverishment of the be 

ing if the outer severance had not taken place. There is, in astrol 

ogy, no fundamental evil— all works for enentual good— and this may 

with profit be remembered as a general principle. Furthere, in con 

nection with retrograde planets as impediments, here will be the case 

wnere an aspect is made by this backwards movment of a planet. In 

such a case, the impedimentconsists of the fact that the querent can 

himself do nothing to aid the desired re suite? whatever the planet rules 

vill come to the querent insidiously, he will "back into it" or it will 

drifu to him". Interception, where a planet rests in a sign that 

does not lie upon the cusp of any house, indicated functional impedi 

ment it is difficult for the function of the sign in question to ex 

press itselt in circumstances, so that whatever the JLanet rules will 

be very obvious in the circumstances of issue, but most lacking i . con 

structive response to the active elements in the given circumstances; 

therfore special help must be given eush activity.

Tne Dragon's tail is a point of definite impediment in any 

horary chart. Superficially it means either treachery in others or 

distinct ill judgement on thepart of thequerent (treachery to self).

From a deeper poont of view it is a challente to the underlying ele 

ments of self ("spiritual opportunity") indicating the inevitable sac 

rifice of present for possible future considerations; it is a call for



qa more practical and competent examination of contributing factors in 

the question at nand. The debilities of the planets, as they are 

found weakly, is the largest single element of impediment in 

tne horary chart, and the most important because the most fundamental 

— a nature of activity that is hardly subject to change. Things 

ruleci b,y debilitated planets must be discounted, results achieved in 

other ways, efforts reinforced, etc., etc.

Active impediment is often shown by the aspects formed in 

the case of each planet as it is considered in view of its significance 

to the problem, and there are two ways in whcih such aspects are to be 

measured. First is the motion of analysis itself (the ho rs, days, 

weeks, omonths and years of the horary time table). Except that there 

is an overlaping m  consideration which is an apparent violation of 

the rule, only the first aspect made by a planet can fe taken. Ifl 

tnere are tro planets, the relationship of which is the end sought, 

fj.rst, but where a planet alone is significator, its first aspect only 

ecan be taken. Impediment, inthis instance, is the limitation of 

time, which may be a frustrationof the desire. Secondly, ther is the 

motion of the planets as shown in the ephemeris. When these are con 

sulted only the first aspect may be taken in any case. If alien as 

pect take place, other than that desired, the matter, for the present 

is frustrated completely. In ephemeris motion, if a planet moving 

to a desired aspect turn retrograde ("refrabatuib") and do not make 

the aspect, the matter also is frustrated.



DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XII — ASSISTANCE

This lesson is the last of ten dealing with the essentials 

of horary art and it introduces the student to the secondof tw con 

siderations in the to-be-foreshadowed outworking of any givne porblem, 

the elements that in general promise a desired result. Theis and the 

preceding lesson are closely related, aid must be studied together; 

they give to a rather vital degree the complete key to all divinatory 

interpretation. In the outlining of the elements of impediment and 

assistance it has been pointed out that there is always the rpbssibil- 

ity of modification of an indicated outcome, and further explanation 

of this point should be helpful to the beginning student. The chart 

(whetener horary or naal)is a picture or portrait of the subject (a 

client, a client's problem, as the cse might be) and as such it is 

more a map or diagram of the inner conditions of the living entity 

than any direct "blue print" fif the surrounding circumstances. What 

ever may be learned through the medium of astrology is gained by the 

agency of the central person (or entity, as a corporation or anything 

constituted by person as possessed of "personality"— made subject to 

consideration by means of a chart) in the circumstances involved, and 

these after all areinterpreted through the alembic of the mind of 

such central person. To put the principles more planinly, astrology al 

ways measures the conditions of self, not the state of the circumstan 

ces by mens of which the self knows itself. To the deeper or veteran 

students the matter is easy of statement; the philosophy of astrology 

is a straight-forward subjective idealism. Thererore what real as 

sistance may be given to a client by the astrologer is partly a matter 

of interpreting to him M s  real intent and desire— since the impedi 

ments are fundamentally and expression of his own dnteriro being-more- 

over, it is also partly a matter of confirming him in the assistance 

shown availab.e, so that no carelessness will resultin things slipping



away from him, and partly a matter of interpreting the underlying sig 

nificance of the accomplishment he so far has made in the creation of 

favorable circumstances, so that.he may be challenged to a continu 

ance of the happy ’’assisted11 state of being.

Assistance is nearly always prominent over impediment in 

a horary chart, for the reason that it is a struggle against difficul 

ty, or a recognition of difficulty, that has called the chart into be 

ing. But since trouble rather than good fortune puts a client in the 

mood, for consultation, and a seeking of help, astrologers of tne lower 

order have unwittingly if not consciously learned that it is more pro 

fitable to contribute to unfavorable than favorable results— and the 

art in its decline since medieval times has mor andmore reilectedd 

this5 as it has at the same time pictured the "degeatest complex” of 

the average fortune-teller, compelled to battle the world against the 

overwhelming odds of increasing /prejudice against his art anc increas 

ing incompetency vested in the type of person drawn to a profession of 

assistance, real discrimination is needed in picking out the points 

that will be helpful to a client. In general the position of all 

planets in a horary chart indicate assistance to the matter in ques 

tion unless they definitely describe impediment. This is true because 

all relationships established in the chart are created b the occasion 

of the chart, so far as the chart is concernec. To put the principle 

another way, impediment is not impediment of the matter in question 

but of the assistance that has been given, is being given or will be 

given to it; therefore, where there is no impediment the assistance 

takes normal course. This is reflected in the aspects made by the 

planets (both by ephemeral and ’’time table” motion). Conduction is 

the foundation of divinatory reading— in ordinary circumstances it is 

often the only aspect worth of consideration. A student to whom hor 

ary art is new can well learn this branch of astrology by considering 

nothing but the conjunctions. However, the other Ptolemaic aspects



(sextile, square, trine, opposition) are equally important and. even the 

finer aspects may he used at times with profit by a skilled artist.

Aspects that are fractious of other aspects (as octile, or semi-s&uare 

which is half a square) or combinations (as sesquiquadr. te, or octile 

distant from an opposition) or not expressed in even signs (as quin 

tile) can have no primary mignificatance in circumstantial astrology5 sex- 

and square being apparent exceptions because while fractions they 

yet are measure in even signs. This is because horary interpreta 

tion really uses houses only, or "even signs" elements of thirty degrees, 

in its interpretation of planets and in its estimationf signs. The 

other-thati Ptolemaic aspects have secondary significance always; thus 

ah octile (other than Ptolemaic) cannot impede the result of but only 

the operation of a square (Ptolemaic), but it can impede both the re 

sult and operation of a sesquiquadrate (other than Ptolemaic). No at 

tention need now be given these lesser aspects, not the parallel of dec 

lination (for allt his the student of Pythagorean Astrology can w.ofk 

out for himself).

The conduction, of course, is consummation. The trine and 

sextile give the operation of elefluants that contribute to the desired 

result, but when the planets are brought into relationship in this 

fashion the desired resi;t os not guaranteed, butonly shown as proba 

ble. Conversely the opposition and square show operting elements in 

ha bitory to the desired result, but that result cannot be samd to be 

denied— merely discouraged and handicapped. The "good" aspects will 

describe the nature of the helpful as the "bad" aspects willshow the 

nature of the inhibiting assistance; only the conjunction describes the 

result and the nature of its consumation.

Much confusion can result between an aspect brought to con 

summation by the eye and measured by the "time table" (since all plan 

ets by the time table have the seme motion; so may degrees to describe 

so man;/ units of time, the rate of speed determined by the house and



sign position of the one planet taken as moving to the other ratner 

than by actual nature and delestial situation of that planet) qand 

aspects actually coming into being in the heavens as shown in the e- 

phemeris. Properly the aspect should be the one to be eonsummatea in 

the ephemeris, and its time should be measured by the "time table". 

Where the "time table" indication only is found the cycle is measured 

but the consummation is impeded; in the case of the reverse the result 

is denied indefinitely.

In horary chart the house containing the Dragon's head, 

is a department of being which will render definite assistance to the 

matter of issue. The house containing the Part of Fortune will he the 

department through which activity most directly beneficial to the de 

sired results may be found, or originated.

Two oddities of ephemeral motion are given in the older and 

conventional divinatory art, both of which are rare but which operate 

strongly. "Translation of light" is the cawe Mann significators are 

separating rather than applying, and when another planet forms a strong 

aspect firt to one and then directly to the other. This third planet 

will describe persons or conditions which will bring agout a consumma 

tion apparently lost and. beyond hope. "Collection" is a similar cse 

when significators have not and do not aspect each other byt both next 

aspect the same third planet.



DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XIII FOCUS

This lesson is the first of irwelve dealing with the distri 

bution nap, and it introduces the student to the genius and real func 

tion of the first house of the horary chart. It would be well for 

hii at this point to review the distictions between the actual harary 

chart and the distribution map (Lesson II, par. V 5 V, par.5) and to 

realize that the former is primarily locative in function; the latter 

interpretative. In each of these twelve lessons the first consider 

ation will be of the locative significance of the ho se under considera 

tion, but the title of the lesson and the larger part of its content 

will refer to its distributive function. The first house, to a cer 

tain extent, differs from all the others in that in its locative na 

ture it is, by that very fact, distributive— therefore the line can 

not br as sharply drawn as it must be in subsequeht analysis; never 

theless it must be drawn carefully, and well understood. The house 

in the original horary chart (locative) is wholly general. It repre 

sents the querent and all his affairs in eiabryo and in braad undiffer 

entiated .fact. Its principal role is to provide the moving factor 

in the operation of : - e "yes" and "no" rule (Lesson V, parA) but it 

has far greater importance than this. It is the house of the ascend 

ant; it is therefore the present status of all things, irrespective of 

the inquiry that may have led to the purring up of the horary chart. 

Showing this status, and also the querent in his pe.soh and general 

approa-h to life, it is a convenient "double check" upon any interpre 

tation at any time. Her is selfhood as the basis of an astrological 

verification of psychological .judgement.

There are a hosr. of astrological queries in which there is 

no chance to use the distribution map expcet by forcing interpreta- 

tiohs; matters so general that distribution Is best in terms of the 

horary itself. The first ho se in its joint-locative-distributive



role is neither the querent not the focus of his affairs, but the well 

being in general which concerns him and which he makes- manifest.

This is a sort of reading which might be termed negative, represented 

by such general inquiries as to the state of health (no sickness real 

ly being in question), the broad condition of life, the length of life 

etc., etc. For determination of the generalities of his sort it is 

necessary for the student to realize that the moon is the planet 

of generality, and its ho se position in reference to the first will 

whow the point of focal distribution of a matter subject of general 

inquiry; that, moreover, the dignities and debilities of the moon, of 

the lord of the ascendant and of planets in the first house must be

taken into account. Particularly rulihg against general well-being
o

is the position of any planet "combust" (that is, within 8 15' of the 

sun; unless cazimi, "within the heart of the sun" or 151 of exact con 

junction, which is equally strengtheining), the mood considered espec 

ially fortunate in this position. More than any other hosuse the 

first demands attention to planets within it (both horary and 

distribution map) because these, especially the hoghest of then, is 

"rising". These serve to link the subject of inquiry to the general 

conditions prevailing in the consciousness of the astrologer through 

the particular identity of such planets, revealing more than anything 

else the general iconditjons expressed in the broad term "well-being".

Length of life is a dangerous detail of astrological work, 

because it is possible upon the one hand to frighten or overly assure 

a client to the ooint of doing him per': anent injury, and because upon 

the other hancd nothing concerting the cycle of life is fatalistically 

fixed , as even Lilly pointed out in I6k-6l However the astrologer of 

sufficient knowledge and skill of life may gain this finformation for 

himself, with useful certainty at least, and may yse it indirectly so 

as to be of real help to his client. The determination of life span 

in a horary chart (or distribution map) is built upon the fact that



the events of any life are charted through the houses clockwise (that 

is, backwards; twelfth, eleventh, etc.), each house representing one- 

twelfth of the life. The older astrologers used five years to the 

house e, the present length of life expectancy suggests six, Du^ a more 

accurate device is to average the life spans of the closest lelatives 

where all lines are deceased (ignoring childhood deaths) and divide 

this by twelve for the number of years to give each house. (If the 

student has mathematical skill as he can function more accurately oy giv 

ing twice the importance to parents of the opposite sex, and half tne 

importance to grandparents of the same sex). In time the astrologer 

will be able to recognize his general types of people, and to know 

more or less what average life span to give them; but this comes j.rom 

experience and long observation of life only. Taking the houses in 

this manner, and proportioning the parts of each house, the points 

of affliction to the lord of the ascendant, to the moon and to the 

sun indicate the critical periods of life; if the lord of ohe foufth 

or eighth house, or Saturn, participate in tnese, then a point of pos 

sible or probable termination of life is shown*

The presence of the afflictions in the chart show the good 

and hard times of life by use of the cycle device just ciescriDeo., and 

the directions in which good and fortune may be expected are similar 

ly shown by use of the table in Lesson VIII. One point of common 

confusion among unskilled horary astrologers is the failure co dis 

tinguish properly between the first and other houses. While the 

tenth house is lord of business it rules the affairs of busixiess but

not the business itself If wholly owned by 

tenth house always involves an association 

fore the well-being of a querent's hip at 

trology) was a matter of the first house,

the querent— thathis, the 

with other people. There 

sea (in the medieval as- 

and no distinction ever is

to be made between any definite interprise of a querent about which he



asks and the querent himself. Such an enterprise may be distributed 

— its money, its environment, and so on— and this distribution may be 

objectively descriptive to a seemingly foolish extent; yet everything 

actually has a "head", a "chest" (front,upper), and so on. The stu - 

dent here can use his imagination to advantage, remembering that 

Scorpio-eighth is always the base of anything, descriptively; that 

the first eight elements are bo nding and that the last four show 

either appendicular or internal relationships and coordinations.

This, of course, is detail for the specialist.

The first house in the distribution map is, obviously, re 

distributive. Of itself it provides the second planetay element 

for the operation of the "yes" and "no" rule, and then beyond this it 

shows all that has bxsnxprimously been outlined in this lesson upon a 

more specialized and located scale. There are, however, three points of 

special particular importance in connection with the distributi¥e map 

alone. The inquiry may be made as to xtfhether a person is at home 

(erroneously given to the first house of the horary chart by the me- 

devial astrologers; who then used the seventh for the querent) and the 

answer is "yes" if the lord of the distribution first" is angular; 

if succedent, the person is nearby; if cadent ,remote. In an in 

quiry as to whether an individual is alive the dighities and similar 

placing of this lord give the answers. In an inquiry as to the place 

of a person the "distribution first" and its lord |jive, in order, the 

last-known and present location by the table in Lesson VIII.



DIVIHATOKY CONSCIOUSNESSASTROLOGY XIV —

This lesson is the second of twelve dealing with the dis 

tribution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and real 

function of the second house of the horary chart. Locatively the 

house rules money and all possessions, distributively (or, genitively, 

in a grammatical sense) it rules consciousness of all self-wealth and 

self-possession. Again let the student make sure that he understands 

the difference between the tow uses of the houses. In an inquiry 

the horary second rules the money, wealth and possessions involved.

If the inquiry is one concerning money this second house becomes the 

first of the distribution map-it is the focus of the money matter, 

and its "second house" is not the money all over again but rather the 

consciousness in the money; elements that will be described at a later 

point in the lesson. If the inquiry does not concern money the hor 

ary second house remains the house of the money of the querent (or his . 

query) and the second house of whatever distribution map is estab 

lished will be the reveal ng agency of the consciousness of the amtter 

being brought into focus. From this it will be evident that the second 

house following any given house (this is Grecian or astrological count 

ing; normally one would say the "first" house following) is the con 

sciousness of that house (its money in a distributive or genitive 

sense). It will be excellent drill for the student to puzzle this 

out and see that money or possession is the consciousness of a native, 

simply and objectively expressed; that environment is the conscious 

ness of money; home the consciousness of environment; self-expression 

the consciousness of home; labor, of self-expression; opportunity, of 

labor; regeneration, of opportunity; understanding, of regeneration; 

place in life, of understanding; objectives, of place in life; inner 

sustainment, of objectives; personality, of inner sustainment; and 

money or possessions, again, of personality or the native himsfclf. By



the same token (Grecian countin, "second", normally) house 

following may he taken thfough the twelve, and each of the rest of the 

twelve in the same way, gibving a twelve times twelve basis insight in 

to the real and etenmnal meanings of the astrological houses.

The locative function of the second house, as it is found 

in the basic horary figure, is the distribution of wueries concerning 

finance. The fuller and richer detail of any answer to these will 

be brought out in the distribution map, according to the principles 

concerning the focus of the matter,and the definite resulting distri 

bution of the matter. In other words, the only difference, generally, 

in the answering of a question concerning money, love, health or any 

thing else lies in the proper locating of the distribution map. Con 

siderable training is necessary before the student will be able to ©e 

that "consciousness " is consciousness, whether of an investment, a 

love affair or a stomach ache— and that the same is true of "focus"m 

and of the "sensitiveness" and other elements to follow. There are, 

however, in the case of the second house and the others to come later 

certain specialized forms of inquiry which require care in the deter 

mination of the distribution map, and concerning which much informa 

tion may be gained in the process of estimating the distribution map.

To these a paragraph should be given.

Of ten a clientwill ask a purely abstract, more or less 

idle question, such as "Will I become rich?" Scoffers in particular 

are apt to approach horary art with lettle real interest, an so re 

sort ot superficial questions. But these superficial inquiries are 

of the utmost importance, because they call for the finest egree of 

work and are most excellant in training. The question of gaining 

wealth as an idle conjecture is almot too indefinite to justify a dis 

tribution map5 although its use will give the full detail of analysis 

as always. In general, however, such an inquiry is to be interpreted 

to mean, "Will I be more able to indulge myself?" rather than "Will



ray possessions be increased?!? Therefore the horary second itself is 

more clue to the matter than its "second" (distributive). The dig 

nities of the lord of the house, and the nature of the planets therein 

are ture and sufficient guide to the answers— as they may be favorable 

or unfavorably placed and related to each other. In similar fashion 

a question as to the persons or things through whom or which fain or 

loss may be expected is purlly locative, or related to basisc d'focux", 

withour need of the distributive map (the original chart becoming both 

locative and distributive). Houses containing good planets, or con 

taining the lord of the money house or the part of fortune will con 

tribute to gain, as those where ffliction is found will show the prin 

ciple agencies in loss. But if definite information concerning any 

one or other of these agencies, good or bad, is dsired, than a distri 

bution map, using the house in question for the special focus, amy be 

taken with real dbantage. Any number of distribution maps may be 

taken in a given horary, of course. Time measure naturally is de 

termined by the horary or distribution map in use when a given plan- 

wtary aspect is taken iMo account. Of a querent's inquiries concern 

ing another person, or definite group of persons apart from himself, 

however, the horary chart itself reveals too little and a distributive 

map is necessary. Ont to whom money is loaned, or from whom it is 

borrowed, or with or through whom it is invested, or fro: whom it is 

recieved in any definite commission, is always the seventh house (a 

partner) as one from whom money is recieves as a superior, a parent or 

employer, or to whom it is paid as in iferior, an eiployee, is always 

the tneth hous. (Avoid confusion here. The seventh house may be 

the moma$:y"of" a servant by distribution; it is not .the money paid "to 

a servant or received "from" a servant in a locative sense). The 

money belonging to these people is ruled by the eighth and eleventh 

house, so that it is impoetqnt to know whether the acor of the person
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(or his attitude; inner act), or the physical being of triiat which is 

his possession, is involved in the question. But if the distribution 

map is correctly identifies there will be no difficulty in interpreta 

tion. This is locative function' by means of known personal realtion- 

sliips. Known non-personal relationships are handled in 

the sane way (profit from a short journey, third house focus; and 

so on) but where unknown factors of "agency" (helpful or inderingg fac 

tors) are to be found it will be necessary to consider the house (as 

focal) where the lord of the matter inquired is found, and all houses 

(as focal) whose lords might be contained in the house ruling the 

matter of inquiry.

Since all things possess consciousness of some sort (other 

wise they would nbe no existence), consciousness can never ba a focal 

element in horary art. It is the first and most important of the dis- 

tributive or descriptive elements in interpretation, and. must always 

be taken into account. What does it reveal? More than anything else 

it shows the resource of any focal element, both what is known and 

what is unsuspected (the nature of the distributive second revealing 

its nature, character and worth— its subjective or objective emphasis) 

and so will aid in, first, making it possible to assure or warn the 

querent, and secondly, guiding the astrologer in his advise— since he 

willlknow how far it maybe possible forhis suggestions to be carried

out.



DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XV SENSITIVENESS

This lesson is the third of wtefve dealing with the distri 

bution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and real func 

tion of the third house of the horary chart. Locatively the house 

rules brothers and sisters, neighbors, short journeys and the lower 

mind or the immediate realitjr of all things5 distributively or gena- 

tively it nules sensitiveness or the fonnditioned temperament ef the be 

ing as contrasted with the inherent temperamnet or consciousness which 

is shown in the second house of the distributive map. At this poont 

the student may well begin a special study of the traditional horary 

and special meanings of the houses (these are given in major or vital 

part in the table on page 2b "Temple Astrology, and they are found with 

great variety and socpe in a host of textbooks) in order to see for 

himself the operation of these principles in the ^termination of house 

meaning'— in time he will be in a postion to create his own special 

house rulerships as he needs them. Space cannot be taken in the les- 

spns to go into detail in this regard, but certainly no greater drill 

can be devised. Brothers, sisters, and neighbors— environment, as per 

haps best summed up in a single word-represent the conditioning agen 

cies of close external being, the basic conditioning agencies in all 

life. Parents, teachere, and the like are of far less im nrtantance as 

conditiouners because such agencies represent superiors, and real con 

ditioning is always at the hands of one’s peers, naturally; The low©

êr mind or third house therefore, is the;sensitiveness of being, the 

"reaction capacity". Short journeys are expression of the activity 

of environment, and in similar fashion it will be found that all the 

meanings of any given house represent essentially a single idea. Us 

ing one keyword for this idea locatively, and another distrivutively 

is a device which will aid judgement an interp&tation. Personality



locates focus, and focus distributes personality. Possessions locates 

consciousness'^: and consciousness distributes possessions. Environment 

locates sentiveness in objectibe reality, and sensitieveness distrib 

utes or related the environment in the general domain of self.

The questions concerning the third house are generally very 

specific in nature (since none gut the rare person generalizes his en 

vironment) and therefore the problem here brought ot attention are de 

pendent upon most careful distribution in terms of house rulership.

It must at all times be remembered that horary astrology, by its very 

nature, adjusts itself to the intellectual capacity of its practition 

er, so that certainty of operation (consistency of procedure) is more 

important than theoretical exactness in principle, but it must also 

be seen that the more broadly and intellighehly the aft as such is un 

derstood the greater the capacity of the practioner will be. In 

view of the latter fact these lessons are made as exacting as possible, 

and ±l most cases to put their principles into practice, over and over a 

gain. It has been shown (Lesson II, par.*+) that the third house is 

the first of brother or sister, the fifth the second, and so on. In 

such a case the querent must take his won place in order (e.g., the 

ninth house if he is the foutth child), including any Miscarriages or 

deeeased bbretherh^nsoofat•sastfchese may be known to him. If there are 

half brothers and sisters the line of descent is taken from either one 

of the parents (as near as can be figured the one most inbolbed in the 

particular condition important to the matter at hand); adopted chil 

dren take place but with their "age" here counting from the time of ad 

option. If the matter is one specially involving the brothers only 
estate

(an entailed, perhaps) the sisters are ignored in the count.

Since this method gives the querent two houses ruling him it must be

remembered that he is shown in the first instance as the free agent

(focus) and in the second as the limited or conditioned agent (the
±. child)

locative seventh for focus,say, if he is the third oldest



All manners of relationships may of course be worked out on the prin 

ciple here shown; uncles, nephews, cousins, ad infinitum.

If the query concerns agreement among specified parties an 

adaptation of the "yes and no" rule will give the answer. The quer 

ent is symbolized by the horary chart itself and its distribution, the 

party-in-relationsip by the distributive map and its sub-distribution. 

The application or aspects of their lords, and the placing of them, 

gives .. the:janswersr Greater detail is gained by taracing out the digni 

ties. Where such planets are in mutual reception (each in a sign 

ruled by the other) or both are under rule of a benefic, the agreement 

is shown; lack of relationship or definitely bad relaionship or in 

fluence shows the reverse. At this point the student whould review 

the dignities (Lesson VI, par.'s 2,3,) and also the information so far 

given in the planets (Lesson IV, par.'s 3A O  if he has not fixed thesee 

firmly in mind. Jupiter always aids an issue by a manifestation of 

character values or esthetic fo ndations, and Saturn always impeded by 

exacting an accountinf of the same elements. Venus, is also a benefic 

(the term includes Jupiter and Venus) and aids by a fortuitous mani 

festation of circumstances, as Mars impedes by exacting effort or that 

which compel s fortuituousness from theself. Sun indicates aid from 

superiors, resistence from inferiors; and the moon reverses this.

Neptune merely indicates that the reallt is to the interest of society; 

Uranus that a thing has come to attention but none of these three last 

named planets possess power, in horary astrology, to aid or hinder ap 

preciably any matter at issue. This is in considering these planets 

as they may be found in given houses, or as they take given relation 

ship by aspect with other planets. As lords of certain houses they 

lose their own nature and fecome the active personification of the mat 

ter /t the house, rules.

Alien questions are asked concerning short journeys, or the 

matter of news, rumors, aid the like (all statements of fact, letters



and the like belonging to this house) the opposite house mutt be consid 

ered as the distributive focus for the result of the (Journey or the 

trueness, falseness, value and such of intelligence— this because the 

matter is not one of a permanent or dconditioned relationship (as of a 

brother or neighbor) but is a momentary active partnership with a 

place to which to go, an idea t receive and act upon, tic. For the 

source of news, opportunity for a journey and the lide the place of 

the lord of the third house fin the locative map will give thedistri- 

butive focus from which judgement may be taken. Similarly, the place 

of a brother or sister is shown by the lord of the third £or proper 

house) in the map (distributive or locative) in which the focus is the 

querent.

®f "sensitiveness” as the expression of the general con 

ditioned side of being there is not a great deal that need be said by 

way of special discription because the outling of distribution of 

conditioned relationships should give more than a general picture of 

the nature of human reaction to other human beings personally but not 

necessarily actively related to the querent. In other words, his 

sinsitievness is either the sum of or else any one of his 'arious 

complexes as they may be related to a matter at hand.



DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XVI STRENGTH

This lesson is the fourth of twelve dealing with the dis 

tribution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and real 

function of the fourth house of the horary chart. Locatively the 

house rules the homeland the father (remote-link parent, which in 11a 

tal astrology may sometimes he the mother hut in horary art is always 

the male parent, without exception) as well as the soul, or phycholog- 

ical home; and estates, land, inheritance, secrets, weather and ill 

things which may he the expression of the recieving or giving of fath 

erhood, especially the fatherhood of self or the end of life and the 

eventful results of all general or specific experience, distributihely 

or genitively it rules strenght or the objective placement of being in 

life. The student myst be very careful to fain the real sense of th 

idea underlying as seemingly scattered a group of relationships as the• 

fourth house possesses— along the idea of the drill suggested at the 

outset of the prior lesson. Thus gardens and parks are in this fourth 

domain because they are the esthetic end of man’s custodianship of 

his share of the earth’s surface; iterally this means that the hoaee 

identifies the land he owns, or that to which he expresses the real- 

tionship of a father as contrasted with the merely administrateive re 

lationships of the second house, while figuratively speaking it means that 

thehouse indicates the civilization or trnasofrmation of land as evidence 

of his spiritual being, ruling not only the details of fine es 

tates, private or public, as gardens parks , but also the whoId of 

social development in its fatherhood of him, therefore ruling all cit 

ies, towns and the like. Tje ruierski • of the weather is rulership of 

the vegetal fatherhood of the globe, because this house is the con 

scious (second) of man-in-general expressed as environment )third).

It is by visualizisgcthe rulerships in this fashion that the student



gains the real mastery of his medium in the exercise of a genuine horary 

art.

There aremany detailed and traditional questions assigned 

to the foutrth house, and the problem in the case of each of them is 

the proper locative identification of the planets which shall reveal 

the answer to the query. It must he remembered that all property to 

which there is a title is ruled by this house. The second house is 

concerned with personal possessions upon the one hand, and with ab 

stract wealth upon the other; real property is a function of father 

hood and is here fo nd. Also all property which is foruitrious or 

gained by chance is here found, such as treasure, for it is that to 

which society at large grants title. The second house properly rules 

that which is the fruit of the personality, the fourth that which is the 

fruit of paternity, but this rule literally is only true in essence.

In questions concerning the purchase of property the '"yes and no"rule 

operation of the lords of the first and sventh indicate the transac 

tion itself (the seventh is always the partner in relationship of 

p personal, direct or negotiatiye nature), the lords of the first and 

fourth the possibility of the transaation (the fourth showing the con 

ditions of the property before purchase) and the lords of the first 

and tenth the result of purchase (the tenth, or house opposite of the 

fourth, showing the property after a transaction). Of the query is 

of inheritance, or of selling, the rules are the same. The tenth 

house rules the price of the property (estimation of anything is the op- 

osite of the primary house) and the fourth rules treasure (since 

treasure is inert). That status of treasure is shown by the lord of 

the fourth, which if in the fourth or in its won sign or possessed of 

either strong dignity gives favorable testimony.

The possibility, desirability or nature of any move from a 

house, farm or geographical section is shown by the relationship be 



tween the lords of the first and sevenths for thesame reason brought 

out above, and locatively the monor detais are shown by the placing 

of planets . Distributive^, of course, the proper house in 

each case is taken as focus. Let the student remember that while a 

querent’s own inherited property is the fourth, his father's pproperty 

is the fifth house (as the property of any person from another person's 

-g-pint of view is the second and not the fourth distriburive house, 

since property in the case of the "other fellow" is always personal, or 

distributive, and not social, or locative)his mother's the eleventh, 

and his wife's or husband's-the eighth.

The finding of lost articles, a amtter ruled b the fourth 

house because they are "hidddn" and because their finding or mere loca 

tion is essentially an "end. of the matter", is perhaps alie most difficult 

of all detailed horary word.. Generally this is a speciality of 

astrological work that cannot be taught because all but the most exp 

centional practioner here depends more uoon his intuition than his 

whee. But the principles may be put down, and they should be learned 

and put to at least occasional practical use for the sake of a round 

ed-out mastery of the science, if for no other reason. In a broad 

and rough way it may be said that the planets indicate the nature of 

the article lost, the signs the gneral nature of i s plane and the 

houses, its specific situation. The table of Directions (Lesson VIII, 

with the explanation there following ) will aid in location as the time 

table will ssettle the question of when (and, to some extent, the ques 

tion of "ibf"). The second house of the distributive map inthe lost 

article itse.f (a personal possession of the querent) and the fourth 

house of this sam mane is the hiding place (the environment of the 

article). Whether' the article is lost or stolen is a fine point of 

judgement, because in the latter case the agency of loss becomes of im 

portance, but in both cases the house rulershlp of the articles are
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the same; therefore the consideration of the thief may be left to the 

^  proper house (wseventh). Whether it will be recovered or not is de- . 

termined by the anture of the second and fourth houses, and of their 

lords, accorkignto the house rulership given. The signs show wheth 

er a situation is concerned with water, air, (eleveted), fire or earth 

and with cardinal or moveable, convenient or mutable, or sixed situa 

tion. The relationship between the lord of the querent and of the 

lords of his second and fourth houses by the "yes and no rulw" tech 

nique will show the possibilities of recovery of articles asked about.

The idea of strength in the distributive or genitive fourth 

3Pise if one of the most important of the twelve detais of horary 

distribution. The student in order to grasp these rulershops, must 

know that thay are cumulative in nature, whereas the normal or loca 

tive twelve houses are the reslut of an interweaving through the cir- 

cle of forces of which any one (of the angles at leasts may be taken 

as primary. But in the distributive analysis the idea of ficus is 

always khe Jjasis of all the other ideas which inessence are themsel 

ves but additional or cumulative expressions of focus. Th us, con 

sciousness is focus in its first self-localized objectification.

Focus is mor itself in consciousness. Sensitiveness is conscious 

ness more focalized than the mere gathering of focus which is con 

sciousness, and new strength in anote stage— facalized sensitiveness 

better, focalized conscious sensitiveness.
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DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XVII —  CONTROL

This lesson is the fifth of twelve de ling with the distri 

bution ir.apj and it introduces the student to the genius and real func 

tion of the fifth house of the horary chart. Locatively the house 

rules all self-expression, which may be said to include children or 

offspring of both literal and figurative sort, together with all de 

tails concerning offspring such as pregnancy and virility, pleasure 

courtship, laisons, and all matters of romance ntbt ^finitely the de 

tail of partnership (seventh house); all specualation and all inter 

prise catering to the dhance element in iif (teh money or "possess- 

sion" factor of the hidden treasure of the fourth house) which means 

the theatee and the entire amusement field of modern civilization, 

and charters, ambassadors, messengers and all agencies of negotation 

(excepting, of course, the party with whom the querent negotates;

(ruled by the seventh) of all elements in which the personality reaches 

out as itself to make itself manifest (revealing the values of its 

soul, second house of the fourth; granting an extension of its situa 

tion or duplicating its environment, third of the third; uncovering or 

making at home the essence of its established pe rsonal values, fourth 

of the second); distributively or genitively the house rules control, 

or the direction of its strength, adaptation of i ts sensitiveness and 

strengthening of its consciousness. Distributively this is theold 

"strength in resistence" idea which medieval astrologyrassigned cor 

rectly if negatively to this house. Locatively this rather than the 

ninth house is the ruler of shhools though not of knowledge or defiuca- 

ticii ot that which is gained in schools, not of the .- acts and proced 

ures of instruction or the method whereby knowledge is gained— it is 

the environememt of the conditioned whoId self, or the conditioning

process, or the social side of man's training. Thus the fifth housê
• c . n d

will show w hat an individual will learn by absorption (osmosi



it is 'oro'OGrly tlie house of childhood irom tne pi.;uio of view ox the 

child as well as iron the perspective of the parent. (If"schools"

in the fifth and "education" in the ninth puzzle any student, let him 

remember that the ninth is the fifth of the fifth. If "environment 

for living” in the third and "environment while unaer training or in 

struction" in the fifth puzzles any student, let him remember that the

fifth is the third of tne third.).

Behind nearly every question tliat may pe askeci concerning 

matters of the fifth house is the question of the fertility or preg 

nancy of the querent, figuratively or literally as the case may be. 

there the query is the potentiality of personal.efiorb in refernce 

to some other ho se a simple adaptation oi tne "pes auo. no rule oecn— 

nique is all that is necessary. This employment of figurative fer 

tility is so common that the fifth house has almost taken its primary 

meaning as speculation, or the full of the treasure-potential (j-ourm) 

of the -possessions (second). In matters of speculation , dherefoie, 

the performance of the lord of the fifth in refereence to tne lord ox 

thesecond is the key of the matter. But in questions of literal con 

sideration or self-pregnancy or its possiblitly (such as, is a woman 

with child?— or is itsposs.ible:,tp have.-aael̂ ild,..oip:will we, or when 

will we?) it is necessary to take into account bhe nature ox the sign 

upon the cusps of the houses concerned (first 2nd fix the, or xiftnand. 

seventh, or fifth alone-, as a woman may enquire, or a husband, or a 

man of his mistress or a woman with whom he may have become invol 

ved.) to see if these are barren of fruitful, tne nature 0 1 tne planets 

in these houses or serving the lords of thesse houses to see if they are 

barren or fruitful, and then the situation of the lords of houses con 

cerned to see if thay, are in barren or fruitful signs, m  gooci aspsct
a

with fruitful planets and bad aspect with barren ones, or the reverse—  

these testimonies completely or partially givining an answer to the mat
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•fcgp. Here is detail of superficial interpretation widen will largely 

deter nine itself for any student I'/Jio will Etefep ills fundamental prin 

ciples and his root rulership in mind*

An older astrologer concerned itself a great dal 'With olie nat 

ter of detail in connection with childbirth. Would there be•twins; 

testimony to which effect would, be embodied in the prese '.ce of aouole- 

bodied signs on the cusp of the fifth house, and first and seventh} 

and the presence of the lord of the fifth in such a sign. Studencs 

in this connection must remember that "twinning" is a definitely in 

herited trait in human genetics, '̂iie sex of an expected child has 

long been a favorite subject £8t prediction, but in the present age 

where the el enients of Masculinity and feminity are so scattered 

through both actual sexes the results are disappoihting In the case of 

most astrologers who attempt to determine this in acxvance. Tne pre 

ponderance of masculine or feminine elements m  the testimonies or the 

child is the basis for the prediction; masculine signs on the fifth, 

its lord in a masculine sign, and so on, for a Doy. Sometimes a ques 

tion will concern a lost child. This is handed in the same ma .ner 

as the analysis of lost or stolen articles, except that the fifth 

house rather than the second is the lost article (the child), tne 

fourth house remaining the hiding place. Therelation "between the 

lords of the fifth and first will reveal the details of the return.

These lessons in their short compass, being to cover 

the detailed subject of horrary art, but they do call attention 

in a iv.evj full manner to all the principles involved— so that the real 

student will be thoroughly equipped for his practice. Thus, the use 

of the fifth house for a lost child, the second for a lost article, 

but always the fourth for the conditionof "lostness" suggesrts that in 

marriage difficulty (lost romance) the seventii in connection witn the 

fourth, or In unemployment (lost polace in life) the tenth in connec-
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tion with the fourth, and so on, will be most illuminating— wholly a- 

part f rom tlie normal material to be covered upon those houses in their 

regular consideration, but of no particular worth for one stuo.enc not inn 

dined to trace these things out ddeply. The iifth nouse rules am 

bassadors, messengers, and the like. Why? Because this house is one

third (environment or enlightenments, consciousness) of the seventh 

(opportunitity or anp active partnership or relation of self to not-sellf) 

taken backwards, or in anticipation— it is a bringing back into poten 

tiality the essence of opportunity or negotation. Here is more and 

valuable drill for the real student. The first house is anticipation 

of all twelve in order. Personality is the potential possession of 

essence of the home, and so on. The second is wealth,which is po 

tential possession of environment, is potential environment of soul, 

potential soul of sefl-esipression, and. so on.

Control, in the distribution map, is the consciousness of 

strength, and the higher reality of sensitiveness— an inner sensitive 

ness (sensitiveness of sensitiveness) which makes it possiole lor a 

tiling to act surely and in conformity with both inner ana. outer pat 

terns



DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XVIII APPLICATION

This lesson s the sixth of twelve dealing with the distrib 

ution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and real func 

tion of the sixth house of ths horary chart. Locatively this house 

riles service (it is the potential possession of opprtunity; the sec 

ond of the seventh; taken backwards) of sll effort or work-or labebr 

as scuh. From the point of vieX'T of a determination of the value and 

fruitage of expended interest in a matter asked about, ti becomes 

quite the most important house of the horary chart. More than any 

other it gives practi cal occasioji for the detailed employment of the 

distribution map, leading the way to an understanding og this employ 

ment in connection with the other eleven houses. More than any othee 

thing a querent is saying "What shall I do?", and the matter of pure 

doing is the sixth house. Service to others is expressed in terras 

of labor and work, which an individual will rarely expend for 

himslef. Service by others is expressed in terms of servants, both 

those habitually in a dependent situation and those, acting as servants 

for the instant. Service to self is sickness, or a mobilization of 

consciousness for an adjustment of the individual adaptation to oppor 

tunity (the potential expressed as the second of the seventh, taken 

backwards). . The house rules food; therefore farmers, tenants and 

stewards, small animals and cattle (all•domesticated animals, includ 

ing the pests such as rats and mice, but excepting those the care of 

which is made professional; the "larger aimals" of medieval astrology,

ruled by the twelfth house as the opportunity or partnership of the
the

sixth— in theory the case where the care of animals leads to the 
establishment of the home, environment of- the tenth, instead of the

establishment of the home leading to the care of the animals as in

the ixth, the environment of the fourth. Tenants or "landed" aments

of any sort, the army and navy or governmental agencies of protection

or service oi any sort ar locatively ruled by this house; as



mate; or the service of nature (environment of the weather, third if 

the fourth), and magic, or service at the lands of the indivisible or nurrely 

subjective agencies,(the strentgh of sensitiveness; fourth of the 

third). Distributively or genitively the buse rules application, or 

possession of control, appreciation of strength, power of sensitive- 

nessr and mastery of consciousness.

times, aside from the primary matter os sickness, was concerning the 

runaway servant, the lost or runaway domestic animal, the problem of 

the engagement of a servant or his discharge, and the relations with 

tenants. For all matters of this sort the application of the "yes and 

no rule"technique is adequate, reinforced by the interpretation of 

the distrivutive map. In matters of sickness a larger latitude is 

given the astrologer because of the commoness of the phenomenon and 

the importance given it by all people. A chart myvbe put up for 

the time of "taking to bed" in sickness; giving a figure more of the 

natal strength than the one based upon the time of query— that is, 

one more circumstantially related to the subject of inquiry than us 

ual. The "yes and no rule" technique is necessary for the determin 

ation of sickness— its duration, cure and the like— and for this the 

relations between the various houses concerned (the first and sixth; 

and the sixth and tenth, if a return to business is involved, and 

so on, as suggested by the phrasing of the question). The reality of 

the sickness, since there is much shamming and mush self-delusion in 

connection with illness, is shown byt the strength of the sixth house, 

its lord audits contained planets. The phys'.clan is shown by the 

seventh house of the locative ma ' (a partnerin the event with the 

querent or subject), the second of the distributive map (the conscious 

ness, marked by the particular attention gained to self, or possessed;

The type of question arising most frequently in medieval

rul



ruler of labor or special effort put forth, ior the gaining fo an op 

portunity)* There.is danger in sickness if the lores of the locative 

first and sixth (or either) are. in the fourth (end 01 life), sixth 

(sickness) or eighth (death): absence of it if these conditions do not 

prevail. Because physical illness is of the greatest importance in 

life thehorary chart must be subjected to more than usual examination, 

and in general the astrologer must' alway supplement and never under 

any circumstances supercede competent medical aid the service of a 

legally recongni zed. healing practionerof some sort® The novr ents 

of he moon by epemeral motion ( not by the "time table11, that is) are 

of importance in indiea ing the critical periods of sickness Dy 

the aspects it makes with the planets of significance5 anu. ±or tnis 

sort of analysis the chart cast for the ntaking to bee.11 is more accui- 

ate than the pure horary, although read wholly by horarry rules® In 

general, concerning sicknies , no oper. tions haula be performed >v 

chances in location r a!.- e with the moon inthe sign or house rul 1 gthe 

part of the bodv involved •n the Illness® These ruleisnips nave been 

given in Lesson X, and the motion of tiie moon througn the louses of 

the horary and the signs is, again, its actual motion in the eohemeris® 

There is a complet Sabian syfetem of diagnostic astrology 

(in a nu ber of series yet to be issued at the time of this writia^ of 

this) and the principles there put forth may be used In horary inter 

pretation with greatest advantage by the skilled student out such j-s 

beyond the becinner, and. is wholly unnecessary for che normal use of 

divinatory astrology® Interpretation 0 1 sixth h use matters does dif 

fer from the other departments, if sickness is concerned, because it is 

necessary to take the moon into account, constantly® This is because 

the moon, fro m a planetary point of view, is the function, and. because 

sickness,(except in its bare fact) is not so much cLrcumstadial (re

vealed in house relationship* as it is functional. The position of
, in tbe

the other planets in relation to the moon, ann of all plana s
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locative first, fourth, sixth and eighth, and the distributive' whole 

twelve, is of great indicative importance. A full grasp of the na 

tures of the planets 1 s of greatest aid here, and tables ha e been 

given in "Temple Asttology" (Lesson VII, VIII,XI) which will be in 

valuable. A root grasp of the planeta/.y natures may be gained if the 

student will realize that the "lights" (sun and moon) are most con 

cerned with the organs (thesun indicating strain and the moon exhaus 

tion), Mars, Venus and Mercury with the nerve system ( Mars showing 

fevers, Venus infections andMercury nerve inflammation), Jupiter and 

Saturntroubel with the glands (Juoiter over-functioning and Saturn 

under-functioning) and Neptune and Uranus mental disturbance (Neptune 

fears; Uranus, illusions). Sickness is important because it is re 

vealing of the pattern of the whole life (as is health, a "normal 

state" of sickness). For the cure, therefore, the sixth house of 

the distributive map (sixth of the sixth) is used, as it is for 

chance of sickness where the natife is in full health.

Application is the name in the distributive map for this 

element of the "sixth afdthe sixth"— it is fundamentally the moving 

into of toward the full and adequate life-patterns of being; a utili 

zation of the genius of self expenditure of effort.



DIVIHATOflY ASTROLOGY XIX —  CuOPSiUTIOh

This lesson is the seventh of twelve aealin& vith uhe dis 

trivutioa map, audit introduces the student to the genius ana real 

function of the seventh of the horary chart. Locatively the 

house rules love and amrriage on the basic of parunersnip 0 1 oeing, all 

partnerships in general, opportunity or potential partnership, and the 

fine arts or esthectic partnership woth the larger sug.jective realm of 

rel being. It is the houss of the astrologer, bcause the inter 

preter of the chart is a temporary partnership with the querent; and 

if a ma is casting a chart for himself he finds himself therefore in 

two houses— One in one capacity, the other in the other, sad both to 

be kept rigorously separate in any analysis. It is th house of all 

partnership in temporary transactions, and so rules buyin and selling 

contracts, business travel as a salesman, and contracts. It rules 

the partnerships of inability to establish partnersnips; disagie,nuents 

in general, lawsuite, penalties of all sorts, and war. It rules all 

professional consultation: doctors, lawyers and the like in uheri per 

sonal relationship to the querent. It rules xoreign or aiojunctive 

affairs of all sorts, for the individual or the community and nation; 

and, for similar reason, all fugitives and all theives and thefts.

It is the house of the public in relationship ao any individual(o 

problem; of any individual or momentary vital or cintralized impoit- 

ance to the public. It is the house of the place of removal, or tne 

house of fundamental opposite— a point to be explained immediately. 

Distrlbutively or genitively the house rules cooperation or the active 

immediacy of partnership, of affection, of opportunity and og eschetic 

appreciation— the distributive adtivity of that idea of opposites, or 

self-complementing, which must now be explained.

In any chart the house opposite to any given house, as the 

sign opposite to any sign in the fundamental or fixed zodiac, pre 

sents an inversion or complementing cooperation of partnership of all
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details ruled by the house ia question. This is especially import 

ant with the seventh house because it is opposite <bf the first 

house or of the ascnedant of the chart itself, but the principle is 

no less true in all other cases. The utilization of this fact comes 

in connection with change, or with definite moves that are made in 

cases where there is volition— the move need not be made. The point 

here is subtle but vastly important. If a question is asked concerning 

a move that is forced— that has btonbe ra.de— the first house re 

mains the focus of the matter. But is there is an option the first 

house and its distribution map prevents ans usual the picture of the 

actual readjustment on his part, whereas if he actually makes the 

move, theseventh house becomes the first for a picture of things as 

they will be after the move is made, and all the other houses are 

then taken in their relation to the seventh as the first. A caution

her is that if the question is definitely phrased for "the result

of making a change" the first house and not the sventh -is, of course 

the focus. The seventh house is always opportunity, dr the "change" 

that forever lies ahead, and the further opportunity for the querent 

if he makes the change indicated by the seventh is shown by the first 

house and its distribution map, since the first then becomes the sev 

enth of the seventh taken as the first. In that connection art will

be seen that the first house is potentiali zed if the eventh is lit-

eralized. Literal emphasis always shows a waning importa; ce and dis 

integrating tendency, potential emphasis a growing importance and In 

tergrating tendency— so that the result of change in point of view will 

wholly transform the interpretation. Here is a key t much of value 

the student can master by practice; it is hardly ever clear in this 

form of first statement, but everything has been put down and it will 

be very clear upon careful stu. dy.

The seventh house as the astroologer will reveal as much as 

the first, so that the astrologer's knowledge of his wi. affaits. is



sufficient "priming of the consciousness with facts" to make it pos 

sible for hiii to give his client marvelous and most surprising inter 

pretation at times, '̂or the use of the seventh house in gaining know 

ledge of people the principles put down, in connect; on with other hous  

es will serve admirably. It is the house of a thief and his theft.

The position of the lord of the house by house ad sign, if the ques 

tion concern stolen material, will reveal the location of he thief.

In this connection, Lesson XVI, par.1* may be reviewed with advantage. 

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the same lesson should be reviewed in connect5on 

with the porblems of buying and selling, and with the use of the eventh 

house in business deals. It is always thehouse of the deal itself, 

or that aggragation of "tiling factors" with which the querent seeks, to 

make partnership. Business is alitfays centered in the tneth, home in 

tfeh fourth, self Cquerent) in the first and the"other" or laien fac 

tor or factors of person or persons in the seventh. In a qaestion. of 

agreement between partners the presecnce of the lords of the houses in 

fixed, common or dardinal signs, and the presence of fixed, common or 

cardinal signs on the cusps will indicate whether there is a fised, 

fairly fixed or transient relationship. In the matter of law suite 

and disputed the nature of the aspects between thelords of the first 

and seventh reveals.the probable nature of the outcome, and the bal 

ance of strength Indicated by the lords according to dignity and ac 

cording to which applies to the other ("chases" the other) indicated 

which of th parties to a suit or dispute is apt to win out. Where 

the querent is facing loss he can change the tendency by changing law 

yers or associates, since that act reverses the roles of the seventh 

and first houses. The tenth ho se is the judge and the decision it 

self in a matter of suit. In liquidation the seveth house rules 

creditors. Warfare is analyzed in the same manner as legal conten 

tions. Aspects applying unfavorably answer the quession, "Will they" 

fight?" in an affirmative, while good aspects indicate successful set-



tlemect without bloodshed. Victory is shown by the strength of tne 

lord of the first. The seventh ho se rules stocks and bonds (finan 

cial partnership) and therefore the application of the lord of the 

second to the eighth indicates the time to buy, of the eighth to sec 

ond, to sell. These and similar details all show the consistent work 

ing of the simple principles of horary operations which by now shluld 

be very clear b the student.

Matters of marriage, romance divorce and the like are no • 

different from, the foregoing, with an observation and analysis of the 

relative situations and strengths of the lords of the first and sev 

enth, and of those houses themselves; except that with the seventh 

men in general if a woman be the querent, or the moon, of a man ask con 

cern' ng this department of life— in similar fashion to the use of the 

moon for sickness in the prior lesson. Trouble, or harmony, is easy 

to estimate. Other lovers are shown by aspects of the lords to other 

planets before their aspects to each other. Courtship, apart from
o

partnership relation, is, of course, the fifth house (lesson XVII)

Cooperatio . is the essence of pure partnership or potential 

ity in the distribution map— it is the house of the possibility of 

making a given matter live and vital, or of keeping it so.



DIVIIIATORY ASTROLOGY m -  SIGNATURE

This is the eighth of twelve lessons dealing with the dis 

tribution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and re. 1 func 

tion of the eighth house of the horary chart. Locatively the house 

rules regeneration, or death,and all matters which might therefore be 

termed new cycles of life and experience or on-going; all property of 

partners or of partnerships, so that legacies are included together 

with wills and all operations by whichtangible or intangible possess 

ions (money, real property or any sort" of responsibility) come into 

the possession of the querent; worry, sadness and all phases of mood 

created or sustained by elements encidental to the lofe as opposed to 

the root moods of being rule.1 by the second house; and therefore all 

restriction (distinguish this from confinement, ruled by the twelfth 

house, and from inhibitio 1, ruled by the fourth) and all slaughter and 

compelled sacrifice of pssssessions and traits and aspects of the self. 

Distributively or genitively the house rules signature, or the outer

certification of the inner or potentialirpality of life. This
a

matter of signature is proberly of more importance to the candidate 

for illumination in occult work than any other detail of his conscious 

experience: it is that which is comparable to the grades or reprrt card 

in childhood(s school experience— and indication of the progress he is 

making or failing to make. The distinction really is between the 

first and seventh houses, since the second an eighth in order are 

their possessions and a man's possessions or "works" are the outer in 

dication of his "faith". The distichtion between first and seventh 

is usually expressed as the difference between a man and his opportunity 

or potentiality, but it is more than this. The first house is 

the individual in general, or one particular individual as contrasted 

with all individuals in general; the sventh house is the whold of the 

elements that make an iddividual particular in the realm of his own be 



ing (potentiality) or the whole of all other individuals in the gener 

al realm of human activity (opportunity)— Primarily a distinction be 

tween the one and the many, whether traits or people. The second 

house is the accumulation of the substance of oneness; the eighth 

house the similar accumulation of the substance of manyness.

The substance of manyness is social in nature by nedessity; 

therefore, while the seventh house shows the opportunity ofhe eighth 

shows the degree tHo which the querent is capable of grasping theooppor- 

tunity by his own Efforts and volition. In other words, the angles 

show what may be in a given situation; the succedent houses, what will 

be, probably, if things take a normal course; the cadent laouses, what 

has been from any convenient later perspective— what the significance 

of events and things will ho, normally. Signature is the most irnportat 

succedent house in the distributive map because of ids association 

literally with the house of cooperation, and its association essentially 

with strength (of the two angles which are related to every sicced- 

ent house). The spiritual results of man's utilization of his inner 

priviledges (fourth house) and the physical results of his utilization 

of his outer opportunity (seventh) show in signature (eighth). Sig 

nature therefore marks no actual, change in things but rather change 

in their significance, which after all is an inner phenomenon. Re 

generation or rebirth expresses the idea in abstract facy, signature 

in practical daily application. Legacies may seem too literal a des 

ignation for the house, but if wholly literal they are merely the sec 

ond house aspect of the seventh; usually the receipt of a legacy is a 

signature of a degree of social participation in the general scheme of 

things. Actually all signature is of double implication; possessing 

a literal being for the eyes that "see not" and a higher status for 

the deeper penetration of understanding. Therefore this house pos 

sesses a far greater importance in the distributive ibhan the locative 

map as a general thing, for the reason that the average person himself 

in asking a Question is rnoro interested in the literal transient than



the spiritual ete nal factor of his affairs, but that the asurologer 

who wishes to be of real help to his client reverses the quality of 

his interest. Signature is of vital moment to the one analyzing a 

problem, not often to the one in whose affairs the problem has arisen. 

Furthermore, in occult matters and in questions of initiation and the 

like, the eighth becomes of primary importance because it is the "first 

of the higher faculties of being superimposed, as it were, ucon 

the seven vehicles of nan.

There are, of course, the normal questions of the eighth 

house that brings up questions of locative function. The manner of 

death is a common question, and the answer is deternihed by me lora 

of the eighth and its relation to the lord of the ascendant. If a 

"bad" planet an "evils" death is anticipated. #he nature of the- planet 

should be reviewwd from time to time (cf. Lesson a ‘7, oar. pj and the aa 

terial on the planets in prior' series) and while in the Astrology of 

Concepts the designations "bad" and "good" are usually avoidedm there 

are yet instances as here where such a distinction musu be made. Ju 

piter, Venusrn sun and moon are "good", Mercury either good or bad. 

Jupiter gives an easy death, Venus a pleasant one, sun, one with honor, 

moon one with attention-satisfying excitement and Mercury one "accord 

ing to expectation". But Mars gives violent aeath, Saturn orotracced 

dying (these two planets being the special lethal factor s m  cisnol- 

ogy), Uranus- and accidental death and Neptune a mysterious or 

disgraceful death. Sometimes the query concerning death will ask 

who will die first. The person is indicated, after all persons invol 

ved have been identified in the locative map, whose eighth house and . 

lord (distributive) is most afflicted--that is, involved with the 

worst planets in the worst aspects, a third lorm of question needling 

special mention may take a myriad different forms, but in suostaace it 

is asking whether the person will suffer from that which he fears.

The individual who is upset is alwys the seventh house (that is, his



normal self is the first and this excited not-self is the partner of 

self, the seventh) and the situation, condition, aggregate of people- 

whatever the nature of that which has upset him, the menace— is the 

eighth house. The matter is judged by the distributive map of the 

menace, the eighth, the actual nature and state of the man’s alaam by 

the distributive map ot the seventh.

The money of partners, possibilty of legacies and all de 

tails of he eighth house in reference to property are handles in the 

same manner as questions concerning the second house. It must be re 

membered, however, that the eighth house is also always anything 

promised as well as expected, and that the receipt of things promised 

is determined by the eighth, the seventh merely showing the cpromise.r

Signature is the conscio:.sness of cooperation, as has been 

brought out in detail. It is also the sensitiveness of application 

and so the reyealer of practical skill in the distributive map. It 

os the poont of real social instinct, because it is the strength of 

cwitrol. It is man’s name as he signs it upon the documents of life; 

it is life's real certification to a man’s essential being.
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DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XXI —  CONCEPT

This lesson is the ninth of twelve dealing with the distri 

bution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and real func 

tion of the ninth house of the horary chart. Locatively the house 

rules the higher mind or all relations with the essence of those things 

which are more photographic or immediate and merely recording, 

the relations which are founded upon the accumulation of experience m  

the self ot in the heridity of the self as opposed to the relations of 

the third house which by contrast are merely the result of the acci 

dent of situation of environment; .it rules long journeys or the activ 

ity of relation with that which is extrs-environmental, a taking of 

the self into situations which are beyond immediate sense knowledge, 

so that they have to be known rather than seen, a distinction which 

usually in astrology is made between journeys that doonot require over 

night travelling (third house) and those which do (ninth house), the 

dropping of consciousness marking the boundary between the purely im 

mediate sensual world and the larger and mmre essential conceptual 

judgement created by the aggregate of all prior existence, again in 

clusive of the heridity and social instinct, or all the reaching out 

from the self to a patterning of self-expression by factors larger 

than the environment; and it rules religion or the personal faith of 

man, the invisible and eternal environment aa opposed to the sense- 

known and blood-tied literal environment of self ruled by the third 

house. Distributively or genitively the hou e rules Concept, or the 

basic patterning of being as this is exp ressed in the inner chemistry 

of understanding. As the seventh house was best known in contrast 

with the first (cooperation as opposed to focus) and the eighth in 

contrast with the second (signature opposed to consciousness) so tnis 

ninth is best known in contrast with the third (concept opposed to sen 

sitiveness). Concept is not alertness to manifest situation, as is
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sensitiveness, but rather is alertness to the potentiality or essence 

of situation, to the "real part" of self in all situation. In a gen 

uine sense concept is understanding, but not by rote or ^convention 

alized presentation, rather by means of an inner perfect intuition.

The ninth house is the directness of self in relation to lue m  its 

wholeness; it is the base idea of the gathered totality of individual

being.

The conventional questions concerning this house are for 

rhe most part to be fo;nd dealing with long journeys, because astrol 

ogy in^medieval period of its principle development into its pre 

sent objective form was faced feytthe fact that such a journey was a 

real risk and adventure. Communication was dlfiicuit ana mou.es of 

transportation uncertain and more often dangerous than otherwise.

Lesson XV, par A, should be reviewed for the cornparrison with the 

short journeys. In this ninth house will be found the generaliza 

tions which are in sharp contrast with the specific third house mat 

ters, but in general the two houses require the same techimque of read 

ing. The signs on the cusp of the house (cardinal, common, or fixea) 

indicate the relative length of the journey, and the relation of the 

lord of this house to the lord of the house of the objective by the 

"yes and no rule" technique will indicate the success or xailure o± the 

journey as such. A distinction must be made between the distributive 

map and the underlying locative ap. In the latter, in this or any 

other type of question, the relation between the house of focus ana 

the original house of the querent will give the relation of the matter 

of inquiry and the querent will give the relation of the matter 

of inquiry and the querent— why such a matter has arisen and what part 

in the whole of the querent's life it bears— while the former or 

. distributive map the question is revealed in its own essential merits—  

here, the hourney as a journyy, in the lights of its objectives,



fruits, dangers, joys, difficulties and the like. The older s ques 

tions concerning the vital factors of wind and w ather in relation to 

a journey were answered by the bad aspects concerning the house, and 

of course also, by the distributive forth taken in view of its primary 

rulership of weather or the esslnce of any "hospitality". The rather 

definite question as to the return of a person or a .journey is answer 

ed by the relat'onship in the distributibe map of the ninth house lord 

to the first house lord, after he first house of that map has proper 

ly been determined for the person on the journey in the original lo 

cative map.

The wuestion of profit by science (or understanding, or any 

form of specialized skill— sinne this house is the second hous of 

the house skill, the second in turn of opportunity) was a favorite 

medieval inquiry assigned quite properly to the ninth house. It 

calls for a proper location of the distributive ninth, and also for a 

special consideration of the moon (the public) in connection with the 

house, along the lines which have been laid down, generally and' com 

pletely, in the course of these lessons on the twelve houses. The 

question of the outcome of religious matters was also a fovorite, but 

one more divorced from modern life— as to success in gettin an ap 

pointment, and the like; matters reflecting an age when a position in 

the church meant an easy livlihood and a vita 1 social "lac in some 

com; unity. Insurance, curiously enough, comes under this same cate 

gory— bmth are embraced in the idea of sustaining surety of financial 

or social or "a living" ;lace in life— because this is the second 

ho se backwards from the tenth, or the potentiality of possession of 

a sustainment in outer life. Reading in any question of this sort 

is either a comparison of the lords of' the first and ninth, as usual; 

or else a distribution of the locative ninth as the focal distrubutive 

in questions specially worded to apply to the ninth house.

Dreams are an important detail of ninth house matters, but



a most difficult part of astrology because the average astrologer is . 

unfamiliar with symbolism and the comooinent pafis of consciousness 

when they are seen.in their disassociated dream state. Generally 

it is necessary to examine the dreamer arefully, to get some idea of 

the general state of his inner consciousness. But the wholde distri 

butive map will reveal the dream in terms of a complete o9cture of 

the consciousness-pattern creating it, and by comparing houses and plan 

et relationships in terms of tlieir distributive map situation and in 

termsof their rulership of the actual dream happenings, a picture is 

gained of the difference between he inner and outer consciousness of 

the dreamer, and this difference is to be inteppreted in terms of war 

ning, encouragement, enlightenment, etc,.-, as the case i>ay be. The 

assignment of drems to the ninth house is superficially a matter of 

theii status as "long journeys od consciousness" ("day dreams" are the 

third house) but there is more to it than that. The ninth house is 

the fifth of the fifth, control of control, or subjective patterning 

per se, and a dream is a direct but of course distorted picture of un 

derlying pattern.

Concept is self-mastery (control of control), as it is con 

sciousness of signature, sensitivenness of cooperation and ±re:igth of 

application— it is focus in a double-potential, the only relation of 

this kino in the houses; it is the "dream" ibfi a man's heart that he "is



DI VINA TORY ASTROLOGY AUTHORITYY T T '

This lesson is the tenth of twelve dealing with the distri 

bution map, and it introduces the indeed ot the genius ana real func 

tion of the tenth house of the horary chart. Locatively th house 

rules the place inlofe or in the manifest scheme of exostence of the 

oerson or hing, or istuation, for which the caht has been erected 

or is, distributively, to be taken— the "here and now" relationship 

of the particular or individual element to the general or aggregate- 

of-allelement; it rules, therefore, all honor or exaltation at the 

hands of 1 fe as a whole or any smaller unit or community, and all 

business of detailed participation in the general or social scheme of 

things, so that it may be seen to rule all prof ssions or definite cod 

ifications qj6 the effort-place of men among their fellows when there 

isin this general recognition of an inherent or trianeS possession 

who gives physical place and sustainment to the individual- be carrying 

him in embroyonic developments and, bu conditioning him either directly 

or symbolically in his earlier and formative years, who brings him 

individually, inot possession of whatever place in life his father 

may provide him by bearing him to the father (he is in prtnership 

with his father ii terms of his own accomplishment,that is, and in 

partnership with his mother in his own home— to express the matter in 

another way for those who find this relationship as confusing as it 

may easily be); and it rules, therefore, all individuals who typify 

these elements to the person for whom the chart is to be taken, people 

in social position, characters of great power or influence, granters 

of credit (and the credit itself), men of importance in business as 

sociation, magistrates and wealthy or influential figures gener lly.

Distributively or genitively the ho se rules authority, or the anchor-
the

age at the moment of the Whdle of the Self to the whole of Not-



Self. The house is best known in contrast with its opposite, and the 

essential difference between strenght (the fourth) and authority 

(tenth) lies in point of view, so far as interpretation of the chart 

is concerned, and in emphasis, so far as the situation revealed by 

the chart is concerned. There is in all this no outstanding diffi 

culty for the student.

With the single exception .of a factor to be discusses in 

the following paragraph, the questions concerning the tenth house a*e 

among the easiest in all practice of horary astrology, and yet 

they are perhaps the second most numerous group (giving first place 

to love and 'marriage, and their porblems; seventh house). Men are 

vitally concerned with the bread-and-butter problems of their life, 

and are inclined to ask about them with every development in affairs.

The astrologer must be careful in phrasing, or observing the phrasing 

of questions about business, however, for a query concerning changes as 

change is the seventh house (opportunity per se and ther fore only 

the tenth distributively; and questions concerning journeys and other 

details are frequently questions of business only secoMariljr, al 

though superficially they might seem to be wholly tenth-house matters! 

For-analysis of the probability of success in business the "yes and no" 

technique is utilized and the lords of the first and tenth compared 

by aspect. In a question of this sort, however, the relationships 

between the "lights" (sun and moon) must always be considered because it 

is abstractly an analysis of the authority of an individual--business 

success is significant of more than itself, that is. These (sun and 

moon) are likewise considered by the "yes and no2 technique. If a 

question of business success concerns promotion in position, definite 

ly the sun is principal significator; if public approval or popular 

cooperation, the moon. Often questions are about change in business, 

and where hese are not questions of opportunity offered or visualized 

(seventh house quest Lons)the judgement is built upon a comparison of



the tenth and fourth housesm the fouth or opposite showing the poten 

tialities of any new "tenth-house" condition. Frequently, however, 

questions will: be about the "kind of business".

Vocation or "kind of business", a simple detail in medieval 

times, is discouragingly complex for he average student in modern 

times, although the elements aressimple and highly fascinating. Th 

difficulty is the fluid nature of the occupational and professional 

lines in present day living. But with care such a question may be 

answered in a manner helpful and accurate. The sign upon the cusp 

of the tenth fouse and the planets in the house are suggestive, but 

principally the lord, of he tenth (also the lord of the first as show 

ing what is sought5 or of the fourth as showing the potential direc 

tion of a change) by its nature as a planet and by its position k 

house ad sign (according to the tables following) is clue to the vo 

cational activity.

TABLE OF VOCATIONAL RULERSHIP FOR DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY 

Leadership, exploration, achievement by conquest 

Manufacture, construction, supply of daily needs 

Merchandising and all commercial art expressions 

Counselling, teaching and instruction, home and industry 

Administration, discipline and exercise of authority 

•Skilled with hands, routine detail of life 

Publicofficeiandkduty, politics and esthetics 

Analysis and ispection, technical skill, mechanics 

Mental or strictly professional espression, research 

Capricorn Negotation, assembly, organization, religious work

Aquarius Abstract science, specialized education, exploitation

Pisces Literature, life interpretation,, olanning, promotion

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius



Mars

'ifenuss

Mercury

Moon

Sun

J upiter 

Saturn 

Uranus 

Neptune

Pioneering, leedei’Siiip, finance, building 

Practical life sustenance, beautification 

Creative work, all types of transmission 

Service occupations, all normal routine 

All born superiority, inherited opportunity 

Professional talent, earned reputation 

Public acministration, building on experience 

Exploitation of self, forced reputation 

Exploitation of public, building dm theory

First house 

Second house 

Third house 

Fourth house 

Fifth house 

Sixth house

Vitality; success through idea 

Finance; success through consciousness 

Bookkeeping, success through detail 

Domesticity; success thourh integrity 

Art: success thro gh pleasure

Labor; success through effort 

Seventh house Opportunism; success through alertness 

Eight house Medicine; success through diagnosis

Hint:.-, house Teaching; success thro gh knowledge

Tenth house Law; success thro gh public olife

Eleventh house Advertising; success through sympathy 

Twelfth house Administration; success through obedience



DIVINATORY ASTROLOGY XXIII ft* VISUALIZATION

This lesson is the eleventh of twelve dealing with he dis 

tribution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and real 

function of th • eleventh houseof the horary chart. Locatively the 

house rules the tangible objectives of life, or those visions and pat 

terns before the self which serve to shape the purpose and desire of 

being, so longas these thesmselves are not obtained but yet remain 

larger and more promising thanthe present achievements of eing; it .

rules, therefore, friends and favorites, or all people who call most 

pleasantly and most detachedly to the ideals' and inner, stirring of 

self (a distinction between the third house, or all pople related to 

self by ties in the bleod which are established before birth, the sev 

enth house, or all people to whom a legal and definite tie for the 

sharing of mutual experience is made, and the eleventh, as the aasual 

ties here which are really but reflections of the caprice of the spir 

it— people of vital significance as revealing the inner stirrings to- 

\tfa rds "objectives", the complementary house of the fifth or self-ex 

pression); it rules all tings, or elements other than actual persons, 

that serve in the same wau to typify tangibly the inner stirrings to 

wards objectives; and it rules advice, counselors, laws or legislation 

and all codification or substantiation of the influences by means of 

which either the personal or social objectives of the individuals are 

interpreted or made vital and compelling to him. Distributively or 

genitievly the house rules visualization, or the establishment of the 

direction-expression of self in tersms of tangible interpretive ele 

ments; it is the picture ot the thing in advance of the fact, and also 

the further picturization of anything which has j.ust been brought from 

the picture to the fact stage. The ho se is best known in contrast 

with its opposite, and the essential difference between control (fifth 

and. visualization (eleventh) lies in the plane of manifestation. Vis-



ualization is control of matter in the realm of potentiality; con 

trol is active maste.-y or wholly objective placing of things in proper 

relation (visualization) in the realm of objectivity. In the elev 

enth house is found that which calls for self-expression, in the fifth 

house that which calls for appreciation or self-visualization. Here 

again, is in the preceding lessons, is constant drill in the balanc 

ing of concepts of relationship against each other— developing the 

mental capacity which is not only necessary if the student expects to 

be able to do anything at all with astrology, but if he expects to 

capitalize upon his knowledge of astrology in the outer and definite 

walks of every-day life.

Less attention is given to the eleventh house than any 

other by the medieval astrologers (although the twelfth is almost as 

sketchily handled) and the reason for this is probably that objectives 

in life werefar less acco Lit in the more or less artificial so 

ciety of the time when the medieval material was p t together than 

now. The average man subconsciously felt himslef in the hands of 

fate, and little power was given to initiatiave. Yet quite the re 

verse is.true, and in many ways the eleventh house may be said to be 

by far the most important house in horary art, from one single point 

of view at least, because from this point of view (that-the basis of 

a horary chart is always a question, and a question always a wish, im 

plied if not stated) it is the house of that for which the chart is 

erected (the wish), it is the house of objectives (the future of the 

opportunity , the seventh) without fchich nothing really exists and no 

man acts, and it is the house of the "good offices" of society at 

large towards an individual (the source of acvice, couase^. and the 

protection of law; the self-expression, of society-at-large whcih has 

giving him being).. Ik the distributive or genitive chart’ the eleventh

house, as visualization, is the key to the whole attitude of man.
a

Proverbs (23;7) says that as man visualizes things (thinketh in his
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heart)so they are (he is) 

in the life of any matter

and this is the house of that key element - 

brought to diviaatory astrology for solution

The conventional questions of the eleventh house present no

outstanding difficulties. Host of these are in reality one or an 

other of the three queries found in the older hooks. QWill I get the 

things I wish for?" is the first of these. The "yes and no" technique 

using the lords of the first and eleventh, will supply the answer in 

terms of "yes" or "no". In this technique, for as purely a surface 

question as this, it is well to consider, in addition to the apolica- 

tionof the lords one to another, the possible disposition of either 

by the other, for if the lord of the eleventh is in a house ruled b 

the lord of the ascendant (disposed b that lord, that is) the 

querent will get his wish (he will "go and get it", exactly as it will 

come to him if the situation of these two lords be reversed; or as it 

will meet him half way if they are in "mutual reception") and also the 

possibility that the resilt may be brought about by a "translation of 

light" (a case in which the lords do not aspect ach other, or dis 

pose of each other, but in which another planet— which symbolizes by 

its nature, sign and house, a helping factor, unless the aspects be 

adverse, in which case it is a would-be-helpful but actually harmful 

factor— aspects first one of the lords and then the other of the lords 

by its motion without in the meantime making any aspect to any 

other planet.) The second of t' e three conventional queries is,

"Will my friend oprove to be true or false?", and while information of 

value is provided by the "yes and no" technique, the principle agency 

of interpretation is fo ad in the nature Of the sign upon the cusp of 

the eleventh house, together with the planets situated in it, and the 

situation of the lord of the ho se. Third of the conventional quer 

ies is a request.fro a description of a fiend; physical appearance 

gained froffiqths tables in Lesson VII; situation or condition in which



he is, gained from the state of the eleventh house as above; or an in 

terpretation of his real motives and attitudes towards the querent, 

gained by the "yes and. no" techmmque.

In the twelve lessons of irhich this is the eleventh the de 

tail of principal im ortance from the standpoint of eventual reading 

of the chart is the distributive or genitive map. Theis material has 

been crowded into small compass because first of all it is necessary 

xor the student to 3mow how to locate a matter correctly in a chart 

of this character. But the distribution of detail and realization 

°f ^hner relationships os the essence of real horrary art, and the dis 

tributive map is therefore 6E greatest concern although but little 

space has been given it. Many of the distributive points however, 

have been covered in the locative analysis, and all the necessary keys 

for fine work in distribution have been given. In his review of the 

lesson material the good student will discover this for himself, and 

profit greatly from his review work. Visualization is potentiality- 

objectification, or consciousness of authority, sensitiveness to con 

cept or real-appreciation, strength in recognition of signature— the 

gift of reassuring self at critical moments of life— control of co 

operation and application of application— that is, possessed of the 

gift of sethgtjbo the heart of a.matter.



DIVIHATORY ASTROLOGY ' r V T  ~J SYNTHESIS

This final lesson is the last of twelve dealing witn tne 

distribution map, and it introduces the student to the genius and 

real function of the twelfth house of the horary chart. Locatively 

the house rules the intangible reservoir of selfhood, and all its 

fruits, so that the house might fundamentally be termed the elements 

of restriction or inner control of the conditioning: elements of the 

being5 it is the house of self-unsoihg, therefore, from whichall the 

influences *of any volitional subordination of the sell to tne cnings 

of the outer environment may be said, to come, or from which any invis 

ible relationship to toher people involving the sell in the giving 

or receiving of services of an unreasonable or valueless sort may 

seem to emanate5 it rules hidden enemies, and all agencies 0 1 any 

sort whhtsoever that delivers unexpected or unwarranted hurt to the be

ing, and by the same token it rules all sorts ana kinds of unsuspected 

and uninvited help or assistance to the self in times of stress or 

ei ergency; it rules all the motives and. results of the relationships 

which so far have been enumerated, such as hidden envy or malice, or 

secret love and admiration, and such as misery in general, suicide 

whether of others as vitally influencing the life by that fact (the

suicide of a person important through the relationship to the native 

would, show, of course, in the distributive twelfth 0 1 such a pel son^ 

or of the native in response to these hidden strands of Influence, 

and all crime,.treaaon, assaults, ambushes, assassinations, ana the 

like, it rules occultism, as a consequence, and all teachinigs which 

concern the hidden spring of life and being (the so-called nnew 

tho ght!t remaining in the ninth , a ns all academic training that is 

not a matter of specialization, such as medicine ano. the law, semain—

ing In the third), and all frightening or stimulating-through-terror 

agencies (specifically named in the older books) such as "great



beasts’* and cattle' other than those domesticated intimately (i.e., 

the cattle whose care is made professional, as distinguished in Les 

son XVIII, par. 1; e.g., "cows" and sheep) who are controlled by 

11 terror—of—control" rather than the taming love of uhe sixth nouse, 

and it rules, finally, all institutuions in which the individual is 

held to a sense of awe or self-subordination, such as hospitals, 

prisons, old fork(s homes, orphanages and the like.

Distributively or genitively the house rules synthesis, or 

the gatherings of all outer elements of life and being into a compos 

ite inner fluid it pression. or self—realization $ in oilier worns, tn. 

consciousness in potentiality of ohe focus o± uhe using the secono. 

house of the distributive map taken bae&wards m  potentiality. It 

is the house of the power of blind anticipation of the fact, as com 

pared with the eleventh house as the picture of the fact in advance 

of the fact, and it ism moreover, the house of the power of inner sus 

tainment and manintainance of the fact— the locucive selfOundoing and 

s1so unexpected-help ideas. The house is hest known incomparison 

with its opposite, and heessential difference between application 

tbixth) and synthesis (twelfth) is that application moves primarily 

to put the things outside the self in order In reference to the self 

(or to utilize the self to best advantage in handling outsiae things, 

exactly the same process) while synthesis moves primarily to put the 

things inside the self in order in reference to the things outside 

the self(whence, of course, cone the ideas of institutions ana vio 

lent or frightening or sunthesis-com pelling agencies),,In the 

twelfth house is fo nd that which stefeks to compel the self to know 

the self, in the sixth that which seeks to comoel the self to utili 

s e  the self (to know the not-self). The twelfth and siztn houses 

are housesofknowing with emphasis uoon tne thing to oe known—with 

in the be in.?, or exterior to the being. The ninth anc unird houses 

are houses of knowingwith the emphasis oflpbn the means to be usea in



knowing— by the 'conceptual o± inner side of the reality of selfhood 

or by the sensitive or perceptual or outer side (outer to the degree 

of a restriction to the surface senses of the bodily menhanism) of the 

reality of selfhood. Here, again, of course, is further drill for the 

student in the genius of relationship by the astrological mechanism 

or "circular spectroscope".

The Eonventional questions the trelfth house pres at no 

outstanding difficulties, in time of war, the question of imprison 

ment becomes of the greatest importance in cases of soldiers reported 

missing, both in the question whether a man is dead or a prisoner afid 

in the question of his escape. Older astrologyrdealt with escape as 

a matter of actual escape, but in modern times the chart show parole 

as an escape and, so far as war prisoners are concerned, either as m. 

actual escape (almost impossible in modern warfare) or an exchange 

which shows in the' same fashion. The "yes and no" technique is the 

basis of time measure in an escape, taking the lords of the twelfth 

and first (the twelfth representing the restraint agency), and the 

sign upon the cisp of the twelfth with the position of the lord and 

the position of planets in the twelfth will give other information 

concerning the imprisonment. In all matters of this sort the moon 

also must be considered bery carefully, for the reason that the moon 

rules the public and so indicates the agency behind the atual res 

training element— the pnrpose and intent element in general.

Questions concerning enemies are to be fond in the twelfth 

if the enemy is private, seventh -‘f he is public. The latter case in 

cludes all opponents in sports or in individual conflict in warfare 

and. all "enemies" where the enmity is created b non-personal matters - 

related to the participants. Twelfth house matters always involve

enmity of a personal sort (primarily, or secondarily) and always also 

involve a natural superiority upon the part either of the native or

his opponent'(the struggle must always be unequal, or with a pronoun-
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ced ad'-ant age on one side or the other, since a trelfth house enemy is 

symbol of a disproportionate relat'onship between the self and not- 

self; all properly proportionate relations between sekf an1 not-self 

belonging to the sixth house). Enemies are described by the lord of 

the ruling house (twelfth or seventh, according to the planet anc th 

sign in which it lies ; the nature of enmity is described by the sign 

on the cusp of the house and the planets the house contains. The 

outcome or other detail of the activity of the conflict is found, as 

usual, by the "yes and no" technique.

Synthesis is the distributive function of the twelfth house, 

and it indicates in any matter the elements of disproportion as these 

may or mutt be brought' together, or may or must be realigned for the 

good f>f the subject of inquiry. Synthesis is consciousness of vis 

ualization, or the inner ad ustment of self to Its experience; it is 

ensitiveness of authority, or self-inventory, it is strength of con 

cept, or the hidden reservoir of knowing; it is control of signature, 

or the unification of impression within; and it is application of co 

operation, or the moving towards the unification of the wiono u ane 

the within of slef. By the relit honing of houses in terr s of pas't- 

present—future—, possible "by taking any house at the present apex of 

the inscribed triangle, synthesis is the present status 0 1 the signa 

ture of past experience, and it yields strength to future experience.

Thi now suggested so as nor uo be confusing at an earlier place in

the se5ries, is excellent drill for every house.


